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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
Julian Carroll feels federal officials
have been over zealous in investigating
his administration, but denies that he
has done anything to try to stall the
start of a special federal grand jury.
And Carroll told newsmen Wed-
nesday he has no impwledge **any 
activity by members of his ad-
ministration that would lead to a
criminal indictment.
Some opponents of Terry McBrayer,
the administrationbacked candidate in
the race for the Democratic nomination
for governor in Tuesday's primary,
charged that efforts had been made to
delay the impaneling of a special grand
jury until after the primary to avoid
embarrassing McBrayer.
Carroll said that he has never
mentioned an investigation conducted
last yea4y the FBI or a request for a
special faeral grand jury in numerous
conversations with U.S. Attorney Gen-
eral Griffin Bell and members of the
White House staff.
"I never mentioned the subject to
him," Carroll told newsmen at an in-
formal news conference in his office. "I
never once mentioned it to a single sole
at the White House. I knew I couldn't.
"If you know anything about
Watergate, you know that one thing. you
don't do is try to stop an investigation,"
Carroll- salt:.
"I didn't," Carroll said. "It's obvious
I didn't. And if I did it is obvious my
timing was bad."
'Carroll was referring to the con-
lirmation in the final 10 days of the
primary campaign that the U.S. Justice
Department-had approved the request
by U.S. Attorney Pat Molloy for a
special grand jury to investigate the
Carroll administration.
Malloy had requested the grand jury
in February, but Justice Department
spokesmen claimed the request took




WASHINGTON (AP) - A govern-
ment index designed to forecast
economic trends declined by a record
3.3 percent in April, providing new
evidence that a sharp slowdown in the
'ecOnamy is under way.
However, the department said the
Subscription Rate By
Mail To Be Increased
Effective June 1
Mail subscription rates to The
Murray Ledger & Times will be slightly
increased effective June 1, 1979, ac-
cording to an announcement made
today by the newspaper's
management.
A one year subscription by mail to
areas in Calloway County not served by
daily carriers and to Benton, Hardin,
Sedalia, Mayfield and Farmington,
Ky., and Paris Buchanan and Puryear,
Tenn., will cost $22 effective Friday.
A mail subscription to other
destinations will increase to $37 per
year
The $2.75 per month price for daily
carrier service remains unchanged.
figures may have been distorted by
several events that occurred during the
week they were gathered. These Were,
the Easter and Passover observances
and the trucking strike and lockout.
The previous record decline in the
composite index of leading indicators
was a 3 percent drop in September 1974,
during the depths of the 1974-1975
recession.
The decline in the April index was the
faurth in the last six months, the
Commerce Department said in today's
report. However, it revised the March
index upward to show an 0.3 percent
increase instead of the 0.5 percent
decine reported earlier.
Many private economists say the
current slowdown in the economy is
actually the beginning of a recession.
that will occur in the second half of this
year. However, Carter administration
economists say a recession still can be
avoided, although they admit there is a
risk that one will occur.
The economy has continued to grow
for an unusually long time, four years,
since the last_ recession. Economic
slowdowns generally occur closer
together than this.
Although McBrayer finished a badly
beaten third behind winner John Y.
Brown, Jr. and runnerup Harvey
Sloane, Carroll said he didn't feel the
confirmation of the grand jury had a
negative impact on the McBrayer
campaign.
"I think it cleared the charge that I
was trying to stop it," Carroll said.
He said that investigations are
becoming a way'of life for public of-
ficials, • largely  through over
zealousness by the U.S. Justice
Department in the wake of Watergate.
"There is no question that since
Watergate there is an over zealousness
by the Justice Department so that no
one can accuse them of not doing their
job," Carroll said.
"I have no knowledge of any cir-
cumstances or any evidence that would
cause anyone to be indicted," Carrroll
said.
Carroll pointed out that a previous
investigation of his administration by a
local grand jury had not led to any in-
dictments.
Carroll defended his record as
governor, pointing to surveys by
college professors showing his ad-
ministration has a positive image to 67
percent of Kentuckians.
"One of these days when the history
books have been written, I will have few





Although the annual brush and debris
pickup conducted by the Murray Street
Department was terminated April 15,
many citizens are still piling debris at
the street side.
Ray Clark, street superintendent,
said that apparently many people are
unaware that the yearly service is no
longer available.
Clark said that the Sanitation
Department will pick up brush and
large household items as a special
service to residents. There will be a
small charge for the service. Those
desiring further information may call
the department at 753-5127 between the
hours of 7 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Students To Represent County.
At Kentucky Youth Seminar
Following two days of tests and
discussion on the American way of
doing business, five students were
chosen to represent Callowayrbwity in
the Kentucky Youth Seminar in
Lexington June 18-20.
They are Gene Lovett, Allison
Wallace, Chuck Williams, Doug Moore
and Carroll Edwards. Jana Bell and
Lynn Beatty were selected as alter-
nates.
At the KYS, they will compete for
cash prizes and scholarships and for an
expense-paid trip to the summer
meeting of the American Institute of
Cooperatives to be held at the
University of Missouri in Columbia.
Twenty-eight Calloway County High
and Murray High School students
.f A. '
participated in the American Private
Enterprise Seminar. The seminar
program is sponsored by the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service and the Kentucky Council of
Cooperatives and local businesses.
Local business people and professors
who volunteered the(irjime to speak to
clthe students inu Ted Vaughn,
Murray Fabrics Inc.; Dr. Dan
Harrison, professor of economics at
Murray State; Mrs. Jo Curris, at-
torney; Robert Hendon, agricultural
economics professor at Murray State;
John Ed Scott, Scott Drugs; Keys Keel,
Jackson Purchase PCA; Paul Kiesow,
general manager, Fisher-Price; and
Charles Walston, PSR Computer
Services Inc.
Local businesses making con-
tributions to conduct the local program
and help send Calloway County youth
scholars to the Kentucky Youth
Seminar are Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank, Stokes Implement, Murray Co-
op, Purchase Equipment, Production
Credit Association, Hutson Ag Service.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan.
Corn & Austin, McKeel Equipment and
Security Federal Savings & Loan.
Other businesses or organizations
interested in helping to send a youth to
KYS may contact Michael Overca
program leader, at 753-5602 or Jane
Steely, county extension agent for 4-H,
at 753-1452.
YOUTH SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS — Top youth scholars in the Calloway County American Private 
Enterprise
Seminar who will attend the Kentucky Youth Seminar in Lexingto
n June 18-20 are, front row, left to right, Carroll Ed-
wards, Chuck Williams, Cena Lovett, Doug Moore
. Back row, left to right, Lynn Beatty, alternate, Jana Bell, alternate
, and Allison Wallace:
WRECK — A one-car accident occurred around 6:45 a.m. today on Highway 121 in New 
Concord. Kathy Higgin-
botham, Murray, driver of the car, was taken to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital where s
he was admitted with
daiftrioacti ured nose, a hospital spokesman said. The spokesman added that Higginbotham is listed i
n satisfactory con-
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders
For Month Of April
District Court Has 1,091 Cases
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A total of 1,091 court appearances
were handled during the month of April
in District Court, according to District
Judge Sid Easley. Of that number,
Calloway County had 442 cases, while
Mar-Shall County had 649.
Easley, who divides histime between
ft, court duties in the two counties which
comprise the 42nd Judicial District,
hears all criminal cases except traffic
in Calloway County from 9 a.m. to noon
Monday. This includes taking bonds,
A signing warrants, accepting pleas of
- guilty and settrng trial dates.
Juvenile Court and family relation
matters such as paternity, non-support,
child abuse, unlawful transaction with
a minor and emergency custody orders
are scheduled Monday afternoon in
Calloway County. Juvenile Court is
closed, however, all other court




The city of Murray will present its
case in a Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights public hearing at 10 a.m.
Friday.
The hearing, regarding a charge of
sex dirimination in employment filed
by Rosemary Lamb against the city of
Murray and its police department, was
postponedflts.  from May 8 due to schedule
conflicts.
The complainant, represented by
Thomas A. Ebendorf, staff attorney for
the commission, has rested its case. J.
William Phillips, Murray city attorney,
is counsel for the respondent.
Phillips stated that he plans to call
members of the 1977 police department
and members of the /978 Public Safety
Committee, composed of members of
the Murray Common Council, to the
Wjtresa stand.
The hearing, that follows informal
court proceedings, will be held in the
council room of the Murray City Hall.
Ricardo Sisney, commission member,
will 
iboene
rt.he presiding hearing com-
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Cloudy with a good chance of
showers and. possibly thun-
dershowers tonight. Lows in the
low to mid 60s. Variable
cloudiness with showers ending
before noon on Friday. Highs in
tt4 upper 70s to low 80s. Chance
of showers by late Friday.
The same schedule is followed on
Tuesday in Benton.
During the month of April, Calloway
had 135 misdemeanor cases, while
Marshall had 188. Nineteen juvenile
cases were dealt with last month in
Calloway, and Easley 'head 40 such
cases in Marshall County.
Activities relating to Benton's Tater
Day were responsible for the large
number of juvenile cases in Marshall
County for April.
Two juveniles from Calloway County
were committed to the Department for
Human Resources and sent to a boys
camp during last month's court action,
according to Easley. This stemmed
from their involvement in burglaries in
the area.
Randy Lovett is Calloway County's
juvenile probation officer.
Matters concerning probate, ap-
pointment of guardian, personal
representative, committees, small
claims, civil motions and pre-trial
conferences are set for Murray from 9
a.m. to noon Wednesday. Traffic Court
is from 2 to 5 p.m. the same day.
Thursday's court schedule in Mar-
shall County is identical to the Wed-
nesday schedule in CallaVay.-
During April, Calloway County had 27
probate cases, while Marshall County
had 18. Small claims cases numbered 19
in Calloway and 28 in Marshall. Six civil
matters were dealt with in Calloway
and eight in Marshall County.
District Court handles small claims
up to $500 and civil cases between $500
and $1,500. Any action involving an
amount greater than $1,500 goes to
Circuit Court.
Traffic court appearances numbered
123 in Calloway County during April
compared to 201 in Marshall County.
There were 60 prepayable fines in
Calloway and 159 in Marshall County.
Marshall County's large number of
traffic violations, which is almost
double the number in Calloway, is
attributable to the heavy traffic around
the lakes area, the Purchase Parkway
and Interstate-24, according to Easley.
There are also more Kentucky State
 Police -troopers-assigned to Marshall
County than to Calloway.
The district judge is in Murray on the
first and third Friday of each month
and in Benton on the second and fourth
Friday. Criminal and civil trials and
preliminary hearings are conducted
then.
The judge must decide during a
preliminary hearing for a felony
whether there is a probability that the
crime was committed and that the
defendant committed it.
Cases involving felony arrests
numbered 53 in Calloway County during
April and 14 in Marshall. The number of
persons arrested in Calloway County in
connection with the four-county drug
investigation accounted for the large
Calloway County felony total.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker is the District Court prosecutor,





The annual Charity Ball, to be held
Saturday, June 2, will provide funding
for the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center for the
coming yean
Local citizens are urged to putilhase
a ticket to the ball and go out and have
an enjoyable evening. Tickets, which
are $25 per couple with a portion being
tax deductible, may be obtained at the
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, the
Murray-Calloway County Library-or
from any Charity Ball committee
member according to Janna Hughes,
this year's overall chairman.
Music for the dance will be provided
by Byron Gallimore and COMMOD
Wealth Band.
In the past year, the local care center
has continued programs in mental
health counseling and day care services
for developmental disabilities. The
center buildings at 702 and 704 Main
Street are more crowded than ever with
staff, clients and students, according to
a spokesman.
As federal funding to the center has
decreased in recent years, the proceeds
of_the_ Charity Ball have become more
and more important in providing
continuing funding for its operation.
This year's Charity Ball will be held
at the Murray Country Club.
Construction Begins On
WKMS Satellite System
Construction has begun on the first
satellite interconnection system for
public radio stations that will include
WKMS-FM at Murray State University
when completed in the spring of 1980.
More than 200 public radio stations in
the United States and Puerto Rico will
be linked by the satellite system.
Simultaneous ground-breaking
ceremonies in Logan, Utah, and
Eugene, Ore., were observed earlier in
May to initiate the project.
Most of the $18.2 million in con-
struction cii‘sts for the National Public
Radio ( NPR ) system will be provided
by the Corporation for Public Broad--
casting (CPB1. Indiyidual public radio
stations have contributed $7 million in.
matching funds.
Robber' W. Fleming. CPB president,
commenting on CPB's leadership role
in developing the satellite in-
terconnection, said the system "has
already demonstrated its capacity for
strengthening local autonomy, in-
creasing flexibility, encouraging
growth, expanding coverage, im-
proving signal quality, enhancing
reliability, and reducing costs."
The system will include 16 uplinks or
receive-transmit facilities, located
throughout the country. In addition to
contributing to national programming,
these stations will provide the
capability for regional and special
audience programming as well.
When completed and fully
operational, the system will provide
public radio statian.s with grealty in-
creased transmission quality with the
capacity for nationwide distribution of
full fidelity stereophonic audio, in-
creased flexibility in scheduling, and
exaanded program choice.
WKMS, the fine arts radio service of
Murray State, broadcasts at 91.3 on the
FM dial. The nonprofit, nonCemmercial
station has a listening audience that
includes people in West Kentucky and
adjacent areas of Tennessee, Illinois,
and Missouri.





Miss Barbara Keel and
Danny Osbron, whose wed-
ding will be on June ninth,
were the guests of honor at an
informal dinner party on
Sunday evening, May twen-
tieth.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Jim Herndon and Miss Trilby
Evans, who presented the
couple with pieces of their
chosen temperware.
The menu included fried
chicken, potato salad, and
other deleCtables with a
beautiful decorated cake for
dessert.
Members of Miss Keel's and






presided at the meeting of the
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women held on
Wednesday, May 16, at 7 p.m.
at the church.
The devotion was given by
Tanya Elkins who gave a
tribute to her mother, Mrs. Jo
Reeder,
Delpha Rhoades presented
the program on "The Mother's
Day Theme." - -
A poem, "planting Your
Garden," was read by Glenda
Wilson.
Refreshments were served
during the social hour that
followed.
Miss Patti .4nn McManus
and James Michael Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McManus Of Symsonia announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Patti Ann, to James Michael Brown, son of Mrs. Barbara
Brown of Mayfield and the late James T. Brown.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Symsonia High School.
She will be a senior majoring in elementary education at
Murray State University in the fall.
Mr. Brown is a 1977 graduate of Symsonia High School and
is employed by Roman Ceramics in Ma!,field.
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 8, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Clarks River Baptist Church, Symsonia. A reception
will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the weddng
and the reception. Only out of town invitations are being sent.
HEALTH
Abdominal epilepsy
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR; LAMB --
62-year-old sister has told
me repeatedly that a doctor
diag,posed her as having ab-
dominal epilepsy. Over
many years she has had 4
great variety of ailments
and has been to see many
doctors, most of whom she
eventually distrusts.
We art both registered
nurses but abdominal epi-
lepsy is something I have
never heard of. Any infor-
mation you can supply about
this condition will be much
appreciated. Is it known tp
any other name and does it
have any relationship to
grand mal or petit mat epi-
lepsy and is Dilantin used ii
treating it'? As far as I kno‘.4
there's never been any epi-
lepsy in our family.
DEAR- READER — Yes
there is such a thing a'-
abdominal epilepsy.
chief characteristic is at-
tacks of abdominal pain
They're associated with ab-
normalities in the EEC
( brain wave ) and they do
respond to the same medica-
tions used to treat epilepsy.
Some of these cases have
associated disturbances t)
consciousness or awareness
during the time the attacks
of abdominal pain occur
Since you're a registere.:
nurse, I presume you have
access to the medical litera-
ture and there were reports
of several cases of abdomi-
nal epilepsy in the Novem-
ber 24, 1978 issue of The
Journal of The America::
Medical Association. l'e.,
also sending you The Healtt:
Letter number 10-8, Epilep-
sy: You Can Have It Toc
Other readers who want thr,
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad -Sigma Department Hears Williams your request to me in caredressed envelope for it. Sen,.:
.. this newspaper, P.O. Box
• 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.At Meet; Sue Spann Is Chairman out, the causes for abdorn.As the JAMA report point
nal epilepsy really arenSue Spann was introduced
as the chairman for 19799-80 of
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
department meeting held
Monday, May 14, at the club
house.
Other new officers include
Jean Hurt, vice-president;
Doris Cella, secretary; and
Dean Poston, treasurer. '





ELEV. 5 7 3 
VISIT AIRPORT-Seventeen students from the Murray
Headstart Program made a recent field trip to the Murray-
Callow ay County Airport. Johnny Parker, manager. The
children were accompanied by Pam Rodgers, Al Kelso, and
Ida Perry.
Tommy Williams, owner of
Shirley Florist and Garden
Center, who provided in-,
formation about the care and
finance committee received
favorable vote at the general
meeting of the Woman's Club.
Lois Keller reported on the
known and they may be
numerous.
I can understand why your
sister may have grotvn to
distrust physicians if she has
had recurrent attacks of ab-
dominal pain that weren't
diagnosed. Abdominal epi-
lepsy is not something that
walks into your office every
day. The end result is that
doctors may not think of it as
a possible cause for recur-
rent attacks of abdominal
pain that remain unex-
plained..
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I'm a
27-year-old female vegetari-
an. I 4o eat dairy products
and some fish. Our concern
is our. 26-month-old son. I
nursed him for one year and
since then we have been
feeding him as I feed myself
the. foods_ 1_ feel most
nutritious excluding meat
products. He is a very
healthy, rosy-cheeked young
boy. I also give him a daily
vitamin pill. Am I depriving
him of any vitamins or min-
erals he might obtain in
meat? My husband is an
avid meat eater. Neither of
as influence our son either
way and he has eaten meat
on occasion. Since meat is
very high in protein, my
husband feels our son must
be lacking.iin protein. Please
ease our minds for our son is
our main concern.
DEAR READER -- Meat
is a good source of protein
and other substances the
body needs. You can get
most of these same sub-
stances from an adequate
amount of fish in the diet as I
note you use for yourself.
Your son does need a
source of complete protein,
meaning one that contains
all of the 10 essential amino
acids for children. Fish does
contain complete protein
and so does milk. If he gets
an adequate amount of fish
and milk in his diet, with his
.daily vitamin medication, he
'shouldn't have any nutri-
tional deficiency.
Shower For Miss McKinney
Held At The Clopton Home
Miss Martha McKinney,
June 2nd bride-elect of David
Parker, was honored with a
miscellaneous shower on
Thursday evening, May 17, at
the home of Mrs. James Dale
Clopton.
"'Me hostesses for the oc-
casion were Mrs. Fred
Schultz, Mrs. Craig Parker.
and Mrs. Carl Hosford.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a floral skirt
and red blouse. She and her
mother, Mrs. John D.
McKinney, were presented
- gift corsages of white daisies. -
Following a period of games
and conversation, the guests
were invited to the dining
Granddau(Yhter Local
propagation of house plants. horse show proceed S and
Judy Muehleman, retiring thanked members for their R
chairman, announced that a efforts in making .the annual
second cleanup day of the show a success.
clubhouse and grounds was Nancy Walston, who is co-
planned on May 22. She als0 chairing the 1979 Fair Queen
reported that the dues in- Contest with Julie Smith and
crease recommended by the Sue Spann, ,appointed com-
mittees and announced that
proceeds from the for-
thcoming contest, scheduled
for July 13, should complete
the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship Fund.







Mrs. Myrtle W. Jordan .
returned home Tuesday after
spending five days with her
daughter, Mrs. Marion W.
Barker and family of Bryn
Mawr, Pa. She made the trip
by airplane via Nashville,
Tenn., to Philadelphia, Pa.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Leta Warner of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
estuents Gets Award
Jo Ann Ezell, a senior et
• Lone Oak High Scho)1,
Paducah,l has been awarded a




Club. The award is given to a
senior for academic ex-
cellence and superiority in
extra curriculum ac-
The created advertise story eves filmed An :000W

















Miss Ezell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs, Wayne Ezell, 167
North Friendship Road,
Paducah, was a 1979 honor
graduate of Lone Oat High
School. She was an active'
member of the Student
Council, Future Business
Leaders of America, Pep
Club, Distributive Education
Clubs of America, and was
selected as a senior class
favorite.
The Lone Oak senior was
also named in the 1978-79
edition 4./1 Who's Who Among
American ' High School
Students.
She plans to enter Paducah
Community College and
major in business. Miss Ezell
is also employed part time at
the Pixie Palace Fashion—
Shop.
Miss Ezell is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Loafrruin of Murray
Route 2 and of Mr. and Mrs. N.
A. Ezell of Murray .Route 8,
and the great granddaughter




Mr. and Mrs. William
--Robe-M bt Mayfield Route 7
are the parents of a baby boy,
Brian Scott, born on Monday,
May 14, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Houston
Roberts of Mayfield Route 7
and the late Mrs. Dee Roberts,
and Mrs. Leona Whaley of St.
Charles, Mo., and the late Sgt.
Willard Whaley.
BOLDING BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Bolding of Route 1,
Springville, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby boy,
Jonathan Andrew, weighing 5
pounds 12 .ounces, born on
Monday. May 14, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jim W. Bolding of Paris.
Tenn., and the late Mr, and
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room for refreshments. The
table was centered with an
arrangement of daisies, irises,
and baby's breath in an an-
tique Italian ceramic vase.
Refreshments of fruit
punch, open face sandwiches,
a cheese ball with assorted
crackers, mandarin orange
cake, and other sweets were
served from silver and crystal
appointments.
The bride-elect opened her
gifts and displayed them for
the guests to view. The
hostesses' gift to the honoree
was an oval vegetable serving
bowl of her selected pottery
pattern.
Before leaving, each guest
wrote a note of wisdom to Miss
McKinney and Mr. Parker
which will be read by the




Vows To Be Read
-5.
MorrisonJ.tss Jaime
The engagement and approachingpni ti rma—Srriniagilehof Miss Jaime
Morrison, to David E. Smith, son of Mrs. Lavelle Smith and
the late Wallace E. Smith, has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jcituf Morrison.
Miss Morrison is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Raliegh Morrison of Bloomfield, Iowa, and of the late Mr
and Mrs. Joseph Rowlett of Murray. •
She is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University, and is now employed at
the Murray-Calloway county Hospital.
Mr. Smith is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School, a 1977 graduate of Murray State University, and is
*presently employed at the Murray Police Department.
Wedding -vows will be exchanged on Friday, June 15, at 5
p.m, at the Memorial Baptist Church with the Rev. Jerry
NorsworthY officiating. A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
TOUR MADE — Seventeen members of the Home Department of the MurrayWoman's Club toured The Homeplace-1850 in the Lind Between the Lakes on May 17.The ladies met at the dub house for a business session conducted by Betty Boston,chairman, and the devotion by Ruth Moffett. Plans for next year were discussed. Over$4,000 was raised by the department members and friends in the recent Heart FundDrive. Outgoing officers were recognized by Mrs. Boston and new officers introduced.The ladies had lunch at Paris Landing Inn before reaching LBL. Pictured, left to right, areMesdames Elvie Sihlingion, Lotfie Gibson, Irma La Follette, Marjorie Major, CarrieCrawford, Betty Boston, Mary Gertzen, Maudena Butterworth, Ruth Moffett, Laura Jen-nings, Marjorie Crawford, Esther Sigmon, Eva Henley, Dorothy Jennings, ZitelleGoheen, Jimmie Lee Carmichael, larue Redden, Thelma Stockton, guest, and EdnaHolland. Taking the pictured was Betty Brayboy, guest. Conducting the tour at TheHomeplace-1850 was Joyce Mattingly of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
GUEST HERE
Mrs. Roger Bryan of
Livonia, Mich., was the guest
last week of her sister, Mrs.
Norman Klapp and Mr. Klapp,
Canterbury Estates.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Kennedy Mathes of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.








Both Freed Curd and Mary Jane Littleton conducted very fine cam-
paigns and I extend my congratulations to Freed on his nomination.
I wish to express my sincere thanks to my committee, all those who
supported and worked in our campaign, and to the many voters who
displayed their confidence through the ballot box.
All of our local and state candidates havesOffered themselves in service
to the people and are to be applauded for their public dedication, whether
they have been chosen or not.
Now is the time to mend any fences and go forward with the task of
keeping Calloway County the best place in the world in which to live and
raise a family.
Bill Phillips




Is Fit for a Queen
By Abigail Van Buren
qui by Ccapo inOun• P4 YItbre$ Syria Inc
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the wife who found a 
pair of
panties in her husband's pickup truck: They could 
have been
HIS! I'm a transvestite who had a similar e
xperience when
my ex girlfriend went snooping through my closet 
and found
my entire feminine wardrobe.
At first she thought I had a woman living 
with me, but
when I showed her my wigs, padded bras and 
make-up she
was convinced that they were mine. Abby, she 
didn't know
what a transvestite was. She thought any man 
who enjoyed
dressing in women's clothes was a "queer." 
Eventually we
broke up.  • .   •  
There are many more transvestites tEan rn-
Zat- people
realize. We are not homosexuals, child 
molesters or
perverts. We are friends, neighbors. relatives
, responsible
members of the rarnmenity. We aren't 
interested in
recruiting others to tiransvestism. We want only 
acceptance
and understanding from those we love, and 
the freedom to
indulge in our favorite pastime in the privacy 
of our homes
without fear of embarrassment.. ALBUQUERQUE T.V.
DEAR TV.: It may come as a shock to many to
 learn that
most men who enjoy dressing in women's atti
re privately
are not at all effiminate unless-dressed." A
nd their sexual
behavior is strictly masculine!
„..) DEAR ABBY: You said yawning 
is brought about by
boredom. Not true! Sometimes it's brought on 
by too much
excitement and too little oxygen. This was poin
ted out in an
article in Reader's Digest some years ago.
It seems- that a college professor was upse
t because he
noticed some students were yawning during his 
lectures. He
asked a .colleague to sit in-on one of his lectures
 and tell him
if he thought it was boring. To his horro
r, his colleague
joined the yawners!
• The professor was crushed as the students 
left the room,
then his colleague pounded him on ths_back 
shouting, -No
wonder they yawned ... it was so exciting th
ey forgot to
breathe! They were yawning from lack of oxyge
n, not lack of
interFst,"
nirW1,--Dear Abby, you know.
RIO GRANDE VALLEY
_
DEAR RIO: Your theory may hold up scientifically
, bufts
me yawning will always signal boredom. Perh
aps one day
I'll become fascinated with the dynamics of yaw
ning that I'll
yawn wide enough to get my foot out of my mouth
.
DEAR ABBY: Bravo un your answer to the p
erson who
wanted to scream whenever some "ninny" congr
atulated the
girl on her engagement or marriage. You said, "It
's proper
to congratulate the man and wish the girl luck, 
but in many
instances it's the girl who deserves the congratulat
ions and
the man who needs the luck."
The following happened to me as I was lea
ving a
restaurant. A newly wed couple I- tOrfe-v-, were entering
, so I
smiled and said sincerely to the couple, "Congratul
ations!"
The bride tartly replied; "You congratulate HI
M. not
ME!"
I smiled again and said, "Good luck to both of you!
" (And
boy, will they ever need it!)
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing- ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
-
BETA BABY — Erin Renee Wilkinson was Matied the first annual Beta Baby by the
GAMMA Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Born on May 1, she is the daughter of
Claire and George Wilkinson. In tribute to its founding, a layette consisting of a hand
made quilt and various items bearing the yellow rose are presented to the first baby






and Rangerettes of Woodmen
of the World for bus trip to St.




supervisors and principals of
kindergarten through 6th
grade will be held at Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lakes. For information call
762-2508.
Exhibits in Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, to open
--today include print exhibit by
Carol Homan, Fairfield, Ill.,
and a show in graphic design
by Glenda Russell, Paducah,
through June 8; and-
photographic show of 80
photogrhs by seven
photographers and a collec-
tion of artifacts from the
Shaker settlements through
June 20.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Handloom
Weaving Workshop at Empire
Farm from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Honker by Moonlight at
Center Station at 8:30 p.m.
Yard Sale will be at 908
Sycamore Street, Murray,







Tony's one of our re9ulars...and if he
says our spaghetti tastes like the
spaghetti his mother used to make
in Naples, well, who's going to









present a program at Kenlake
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 2
Boy Scout Troop 77 will hold
its annual old newspaper
drive. Persons having papers
to donate call 753-3824 giving
name, address, and location of
the papers.
Charity Ball for benefit of
Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center
will be held at the Murray
Country Club. Byron
Gallimore and Common
Wealth will be the band.
Tickets are $25 a couple.
Lakeside Singers will
present a concert at Kentucky
Darn Village State Park at
/8:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 2
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F
Crass, Sr., will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Crass, 2100
Gatesboro Circle, from 2 to 5
p.m.
The Happy Goodman
Family will be presented in
concert at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5
each.
Yard Sale by Deward's
Chapel-13eWcostal ChUrch
will be held at 908 Sycamore
Street, Murray, starting at 8
a :m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at 9 a.m.,
Salamander Meander at 2
p.m., and Moonlight
Discovery Walk at 8:30 p.m.,
all at Center Station; Com-
posting from 2 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Tall Tales at 8
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850. •
Saturday, June 2
Film, "The Return and the
Revelation," will be shown at
the Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg, at 7:30
p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7,e.m. at the lodge
hall with work in the E A.
Degree.
Car Wash, sponsored 0'
Coldwater United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, will be held
at Ross' Standard Station. 15th
and Main Streets, Morra.


























will hold its homecoming
today.
Gospel concert by The
King's Sons and Cynthia
TurnbOw will be at 2:30 p.m.
at the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church.
Sunday,, June 3
Charter will be presented to
Disabled-Anterican Veterans
Auxiliary, Murray, Unit 50, at
the American Legion Hall at 2
p.m. All members are urged
to atteriii.
CUB SCOUTS — Poplar Spring Baptist Church, located in the East Calloway School
area, sponsors Cub Scout Pack 37 with members ranging in age from 8 to 10. Members
of the Pack Committee include Jerry 'Owen, chairman, Tal Fannin, institutional
representative, Floyd Dawson, activities, Jim McCoy, Webelos den leader, Dan Kell,
assistant cubmaster, and John Warren, cubmaster. The pack participated in the
_Pinewood Derby Races, a Blue and Gold Banquet, Magic Show, and the Scout Expo at
the Jaycee FairgrolInds. Members of Deft Vtop photo, left to right; jr -front row, An-
thony McCoy, Dana Armstrong, Ronnie Dawson, David McCuiston, top row, Chris
Bryan, Robbie Owen, Stuart Armstrong, Janice Owen, den leader, and not pictured is
Pat Armstrong assistant den leader. Members of Den 2, bottom photo, left to right,
are, front row, Carol Kelly, assistant den leader, Darrin McCuiston, David Warren, Jamie
Phillips, top row, Nathan Futrell, Kevin KeUy, Nathan Maxlow, Pat Warren, den leader,







Wow! The largest stock of half-size dresses in
Murray, and they can be found at Bright's on the
Court Square. Choose from beautiful styles in
Long sleeve, short sleeve and sleeveless
Available in sizes 12'2 to 24'2. Priced
at 33.00 to 78.04i Hurry in today'





The decision by Fisher-Price
Toys and its parent company,
Quaker Oats Co., to build a
multi-million dollar addition to
the Murray plant has been well
received in Calloway County.
And it should be
Construction of the '40,000
square foot addition is
sc_heduled to begin in the near 
future and, when completed,
150 new jobs will be created in
our community.
What do 150 new jobs mean to
Murray and Calloway County?
In terms of people it means:
— 112 more households.
— 6 more retail establish-
ments.
— .161 more passenger car
registrations.
— 137 more schoolchildren.
— 539 more people in the
area.
In terms of money, it means:





— $1,221,314 of additional
bank deposits.
— $373,806 of assorted eX-
penditures.
According to Associated
Industries of Kentucky, every
150 new manufacturing jobs
generate 111 other jobs (261
new workers) with substantial
annual earnings. The 150 jobs in
the new industry itself average
$1,913,418 in additional .annual
personal income and the 111
otl_wr jobs produce $1,309,046 in
annual income. -
This totals $3-4222,464 in ad-
ditional personal 0 income
locally.
AIK also has computed how
Kentuckians generally spend
their retail dollars. Below is
how local retailers will benefit
from the 11.634,844 in additional












Misc. Services  . $132,422
Adding it all up, the 150 new 
jobs created at Fisher-Price
will mean much, much more
than just the wages earned by
the 150 lucky enough to land the
positions.
"The Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
is committed to going all out tO
establish new and diversified
manufacturing firms in Murray
during the coming months,"
Chamber President Walter L
Apperson said.
"Four new industries are
presently assessing Murray as
potential location sites,"
Apperson added."
Harvey Busch, vice president
for manufacturing with Fisher-
Price, expressed to the Murray
Common Council last week the
company's appreciation of the
relationship it has enjoyed with
Murray since coming here in
-1g73.
To paraphrase Busch's
statement, we appreciate the
relationship Murray, Calloway
.County and the Jackson Pur-
chase have enjoyed with the
• company since it established its
Murray facility. It's been a
pleasure for us since the first
day you came here.
Bible Thought
Though i walk in the midst oi
trouble, thou wilt revive me: thou
shalt stretch forth thine hand against
the wrath of mine enemies, and thv
right hand shall save me. Psalm
138:7.
lust when we are sure that all is




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. 117$
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"But let's go further on and see how many genuine depredations
can be charged to a lawless band. There have been five fires in
the. county since January. Smoot Hendricks a barn, BrandOn Hurt
barn, 'Glenn Rogers a barn, Clint Drinkard a store, Dick Spann a
house and stables. I deny emphatically that the facts set forth in a
single one of these fires indicate or show that they are chargeable
directly or indirectly ,to an organized band of Association Night
Riders. ' There is no More ground for such an accusation than to
charge a case of rape should it occur in California to such a source.
"Seven men have been, called upon on the east side of the
county, and by their own statements each confessed that, neither
by word or act, were they in anywise mistreated, but rather they
were advised with like neighbor consults ,with neighbor. Even this
conduct is -a violation of the law, but is there any great wrong in
such conduct to the individual called upon?
"Three men in the county, it is allp4ed, have been taken from
their homes and .whipped. It is acknowledged that punishment was
administered to at least two of them. These two casei are deplorable
violations of law, but to lay them to the tobacco Association is
heaping calumny and false statements upon the-gamiest- and great-
est cooperative association of wronged and oppressed laborers
• under the sun. Because wrong is committed in its name thou shalt
not indict it with the offense; because law is disregarded, by even
members thou shalt not brand the tobacco Association as condoning
the wrong. Because a few members who. have felt the oppression
til it galls, who have had their noses pre'ssed to the grindreck til
every revolution draws blood, if they protest by committing unlawful
acts, thou shalt not accuse the organization with their sins of
commission.
"Apprehend and bring to justice every offender, but in the name
of God, of the poor, and the oppressed, do not lay the accusation
at the door of the organization of tobacco producers. •
"Thus I set forth how present conditions existing arose and by
whom th'y are fostered. LAnd in addition I want to say while my
faith in the Association was never shaken, and my allegiance to its
cause.will 'never be sev-er-a-rin'aTe-j-iioiest in the name of law and
order; against utterances of certain inflammatory organize.rs sent
Into the county.. Upon two occasions I visited Guthrie and made
personal protest to the advisory board, and directly to ,the county




Lake Cumberland State Park,
One Of Our State's Prettiest
We Kentuckians simply have to te
about the luckiest folks in the country
when it comes to summer vacations ---
especially now that gasoline shortages
and high prices for it have become
way of life for us.
With a tank of gasoline we can rea
any one of some of the finest, ni—t
relaxing and beautiful state park a7 I
resort areas in the country.
Have you ever been to Lake
berland State Park?
It's one of the prettiest places you'Ll
find. It's only 213 miles east of us just
outside Jamestown in Russell County
— easily reached on a tank of gas.
In recent years, we have mark sort of
an undeclared hobby of visiting all cf
Kentucky's state parks, and over the
recent Memorial Day holiday wespert
the better part of three days at t1-...;
particular one.
Talk about a boater's paradise. I,
would think lake Cumberland would be
it. The water is blue-clear like they say
the Mediterranean Sea is and is backed
up from Wolf Creek Dam covering
some 50.000 acres of mountain valley.
Reportedly quite deep because of the
mountainous terrain among trflicn it
meanders, the lake itself is 101 miles
long and is said to have something like
1,300 miles of shoreline.
One of our local fishermen tells me he
doesn't like to fish Lake Cumberland
because of. its deepness, in places
reaching 2Wto.300 feet. They say you
can fish in 30 feet of water right off
some of the docks because of the
sheerness of the bank, and others
particularly the natives of the area —
contend its crappie fishing ranks with
the best rn the country.
In places, the lake is so deep they say
the engineers simply left the trees
standing in the valleys .when the lake
was impounded upon completion of the
darn in 1951 and the water covered them
with fathoms to spare.
+++
The Lake Cumberland Lodge is much
like those at any other state park with
exception of its tremendous vieu of the
lake from lobby and dining areas. The
lodge with its 48 rooms is located on a
rocky cliff several hundred feet above
the lake, and while you enjoy yourrneaf-
you can look down on scores of
speedboats, sailboats, houseboats and
water skiers scurrying or plowing
across the water below.
There also are some 30 cottages and a
150-site camping area in the park as
well as all the usual recreational at-
tractions found at such a place —
miniature golf, horseback riding at 10
cents a minute, nature trails and the
like.
We took the four-mile, up-and-down
nature 'Ira il which starts and ends at the
lodge, and it was several hours before I
could walk steadily on my rubberly legs
after huffing and puffing over those
hills.
+4-4-
If you're a dedicated,' enthusiastic
golfer, you wouldn't enjoy Lake
Cumberland's course, for it's only a
nine-hole, 3-par lay out with the holes
ranging in length from 110 to 150 yards.
It is beautifully kept and its high and
hillside bent grass greens leave littlemargin for error, although it is greatfor short game and putting practice.
The greens fee is $2.50 for 18 holes,
WRITE A LETTER
I,etters to the editor are
and encouraged. All letters rilu,,t t,,.
signed by the writer and the Writ,:
address andpkone number must t,
included for v&ification, The ph,!,
number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten :I
_double-spaced whenever poscih1,
and should be on topics of gerer.
•interest.
Editors reserve the right
condense or reject any letter anfi
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence- 1,,
Editor, ' The Murray Ledge( :/tr
Times, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071
and it takes about two hours to play 18,
depending upon how crowded the
course is. One day, we zipped around it
in short order. The next, we were
forever playing it, having to wait for
two or three groups to play on ahead
before we could hit. It's a challenging
little layout, though, and one relaxing to
play just for th% fun of it.
+4--.-
I would rate the park one of the most
beautiful areas I've Oen — with the
Cumberland mountains all around and
the blueness of the lake. I hope to get
back over that way again one of these
days.
The only unpleasant thing about the
trip is the two-lane road, U.S. 68 and 80,
that you must travel from here to
Bowling Green. There you go north for
about 15 miles on Interestate 65 before
you turn off to the right on the Cum-
berland Parkway —a toll road about as
heavily traveled as the West Kentucky
Parkway — and go to Russell Springs,
passing Glasgow and Columbia. At






some 14 miles south to the park. You
can't miss it from here.
With all the gas shortage talk, I was
skeptical of making the trip, not
wanting to get way over there in the
mountains and not have available
gasoline with which to come home, but
this was no problem.
When we reached Columbia with a
little less than half a tank showing, I
pulled into a station and told the young
man who came out, "I'll take all you'll
let me have."
To which he promptly replied, "Well,
I'll let you have all you can take," and
proceeded to fill the tank. Another half-
tank was picked up at Bowling Green on
the return trip with no difficulty. The
prices displayed all the way ranged
from 76.9 to 81.9 per gallon.
I'm glad now that we went. There was
no need to worry about the gasoline,
and how nice it was to discover this
beautiful park area so close to home.
You'll have to visit it, too, sometime If
you haven't already. I would recom-
mend it.
Kentucky loseuu Its a-oree Hacketta Associated Press Writer.
Question About 4 qv=
World War II
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 4AP — Got a
question about World War II? Thomas
Parrish has the answer at his finger-
tips.
He can tell you what went into those
K-rations which some GIs swore were
secret weapons invented by the enemy.
He knows how the Jeep, the spine-
snapping workhorse of the war, got its
name.
He's aware of the unflattering but
deadly accurate description given the
LST. If you were a sailor or an in-
fantryman sweating out a trip ashore
on a flat-bottomed boat of this type, it
was a "Large, Slow Target."
These facts, and more than 4,50,0
others, are found in the seven-pound,
767-page "Encyclopedia of World War
II," released b-y—Sirnon &Schuster for
$29.95 per copy.
"It's a book that invites you inside,
invites you to read," said Parrish, who
worked more than six years compiling
information by mail and telephone
from his home in Berea.
"I dealt with 55 consultants around
the globe, people with knowledge of one
battle or another. They contributed
ideas and manuscripts."
The five-page section on the Battle of
the Bulge was written by Col. Charles
MacDonald and the late Gen. S.L.A.
Marshall. Their account was cross-
checked by liass41 Von Manteuffel, the
German general on the other side.
"There's no room for-error in an
encyclopedia," said Parrish. "My
previous experience taught me that.




It is often said, sometimes quite
seriously, that "clothes make the
man." The nineteenth-century
American philosopher and naturalist
Henry David Thoreau felt quite
otherwise. In one of the passages in his
farnous Walden (18.54 t, he advised his
readers that, if anything, the man
makes the clothes:
I say. beware of all enterprises
that require new clothes, and not
rather a new wearer of
clothes.. .Perhaps we should never
procure a new suit, however
• ragged or dirty the'lld, until we
have so conducted, so enterprised
or sailed In some way, that we feel
like new men in the old, and that to
retain It would he like keeping new
wine in old bottles.
Model High School in 1945, he did a
hitch in the Army, obtained a degree
from the University of Chicago, and
worked for publishing houses in
Chicago and New York City.
Returning to Kentucky, he joined the
Council of the Southern Mountains as
an editor but continued researching
World War II.
"Many people feel that war is the
most significant time in their lives and
are interested in it. An interest in war
certainly is no endorsement of it."
As a student of history, he has con-
cluded that Pearl Harbor was "a series
of goofs. But if you set out to pinpoint
the guilt, where would you go?
"Our culture trapped us. We didn't
expect an Wttack from the Japanese.
We----tho-ught- they would. Amin_ .
elsewhere. They, unfortunately, didn't
look at it with American logic."
The idea for an encyclopedia was so
simple that Parrish believed it had
been done in the past. "My friends kept
telling me they had seen such a book
somewhere. It didn't exist and that
made it easy to find a publisher."
All reviews have been excellent and
Parrish's finished product could
become the standard reference work on
the war. The American Library'
Association recently selected the text
as one of three outstanding books of the
year in the historical field.
Despite brisk sales, Parrish isn't
making any predictions. He guessed
wrong years ago while employed by a
publishing house that handled "The
Family of Man."
Parrish felt the company would be
lucky to move 15,000 copies. "It became
the largest selling photographic book in
the history of publishing, with the
public buying several million copies."
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Two men, Dallas Burris, 47, Norris
City, Ill., and his brother, Elbert
Burris„ 38, Carmi, Ill., dorowned
yesterday between Moore's Camp and
Pisgah Point on Barkley Lake.
Revis E. Pinson, 52, Hollow Rock
Tenn., was killed yesterday afternoon
in a traffic accident at the intersection
of Highway 641 and Tucker Road, at
Hardin.
Another death reported was the Rev.
Clyde E. Robertson, 80.
Pam Garland and Edwin Larson of
Murray are two of the 13 pre-med
students at Murray State University
who have been accepted by the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine.
Brenda Richardson and Suzanne
Jones have been elected co-drum
majors for the Murray High School
band. Co-head majorettes elected were
Linda Boyd and Conie Lowry
Majorettes elected were Marilyn
Simons, Cindy Parker, Nancy Jones,
Nancy Diuguiti, and Debbie Lee.
Lynda Allbritten, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, has
been installed as president of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority at Murray
State University.
20 Years Ago •
Homer L. Hall, husttnd of Mrs
Jeanetta Hall of Murray, has been
assigned to Company D, 19th Battalion.
2nd Training Regiment, Fort Jackson,
S. C.
Deaths reported include Hardy Curd,89.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor of the
First Methodist Church of Murray, has
been named as superintendent of the
Paris District of the Methodist Church,
Rev. Lyles replaces the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Sr., who will leave the district
post to become minister of the First
Methodist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Outland.
The first grade at Murray Training
School, Mrs. Mavis McCarnish, critic
teacher, presented an operetta at the
meeting of the PTA held May 21 at the
school.
30 Years Ago
J. Matt Sparkman has been ap-
pointed Dean of Students at Murray
State College by the Board of Regents
'at MSC. He will begin his duties on
August 1. Sparkman is now superin-
tendent of public schools at Paintsville.
Deaths reported include Taylor
Crass, 83.
W. B. Molter and Solon Shackelford of
the Murray Ilona Club will attend the
State Lions Club convention in Nor-
thern Kentucky June 4-6.
Bobby Garrison, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Garrison of Murray, received
his degree in business administration at
the University of Kentucky. Lexington,
at the spring commencement.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Wayne Hardie, May
26, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Boat-
wright, May 26, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Schroeder, May 28.
Miss Mary Lou Doran was married to
Winford Claiborne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Clairborne of Portland, Tenn.,
on May 26 at the home of the bride's
parents, Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Dot-an of
Mayfield.
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I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those who made our clean up
days such a soceesa The civic im-
provement project for the Murray
Woman's Club has as its theme "Civic
Improvement Begins at Home."
We took this slogan to heart as we
cleaned up our clubhouse. Many club
members worked hard, and I greatly
appreciate their enthusiasm. In ad-
dition, the Murray Fire Department
tended assistance, and we are grateful
for their help.
Working with these co-operative












































































welded to the frame_Of the building





As the temperatures begin
to climb along with the costs of
air conditioning, new ways of
keeping cool are always being
looked for.
In using insulation as a form
to keep the temperature
cooler inside, the "Dryvit
.System" offers a unique way
to insulate a building or a
house and finish the exterior
of, the walls at the same time.,
On the outside.
This insulation system is
used by the Lassiter Plaster
Co., Murray. The process
takes about four days to
complete, according to Ben
Hogancamp, operation
manager of the Lassiter Co.
T iter Co. currently is
" ,g -Dryvit System" on
the Owens-Compton
Professional Building, owned
by Kenneth Owens and Steve -
Compton, at the corner of
tifth and Walnut Streets.
The Lassiter t Co. is
responsible for the exterior of
the building. Ted F. Billington
of Murray is the structural
contractor. J. Patrick Kerr of
Paducah is the architect. The
Hal Perry Construction Co. of
Benton is the general con-
tractor.
Hogancamp said that the
system was invented by a
German scientist in 1943. He
added that :it was an
economical way to insulate a
HOganCamp ex-
plained that the process, done
in a mini-production line, can
be done inside or outside.
He added that the process
has been used by Europeans
during the last- 20 fears as a
means to help save energy.
The "Dryvit Systim" has'
been used on European
buildings for the la4 36 years
and on American buildings for
the last 15.
A few other buildings in
town have used this system
but Hogancamp said that the
Owens-Compton building will




The system provides the
most efficient way to insulate
a building, Hogancamp said.
He added that since the in-
sulation is in the wall, it
covers the entire wall, leaving
no gaps. He compared it to
"the complete wrap of a
cooler."
The "Dryvit System"
process, as described by
Hogancamp, starts with metal
studs that are the commercial
consttuctions equivalent of 2-
by-4 wood studs. The studs are
precut into lengths that will be
reded for vvall height. They
are placed into a-jig where
they are welded together to
form the wall structure.
Openings are framed into the
wall for installation of win-
dows and doors.
After welding the studs
together, sheathing is screwed
to the exterior face of the wall,
serving as a moisture barrier
and a fire stop for the exterior
wall. . •
Next, foam board, or ex-
panded polystyrene, is in-
stallettiti the-walt-Thickness
is usually 3,4 inches to 4 feet
thick, depending on the
values of the required wall
system. The foam board is
adhered to the sheathing,
using a mixture of portland
cement and a special
adhesive. The outside surface
of the foam board is entirely
covered with a mixture of the
portland cement and adhesive
that is embedded in a
fiberglass mesh. This mesh
gives the system flexibility
that makes it almost totally
crack resistant. -----
After the cement Mixture
dries, a quartz finish is ap-
plied by trowel to the exterior
surface panel. This finish
comes in more than 14 stan-
dard colors, textures and
designs that makes painting
unnecessary,
,Hogancamp added that th.,
finish is fire and water
resigtant.
Studs welded together to fit wall height
Sheathjng.screwed into the wall's exterior face
Ben Hogancamp applies expanded polystyrene foam board
Sections of the wall are transported to the building Mixt
ure of portland cement and adhesive is applied
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Airline Mechanics Work To Get DC-10s




around the clock getting DC-
lOs in shape to pass govern-
ment muster, but while dozens
of the jumbo jets returned to
the air, some remained on the
ground with new problems.
More than half the 138.13C-
lOs owned by eight U.S.
carriers were cleared for
service Wednesday and
ground crews raced to get
more of the wide-bodied
planes air-ready by early
tqclay.
Some domestic DC-10 flights
were canceled Wednesday,
but airlines were able to
juggle routes and planes to
accommodate passengers.
Most foreign an-Lines that
voluntariii grounded their
DC-10s Tuesday, also reported
their service returning to
normal.
While the DC-10s were being
declared fit for the flying
public, some travelers won-
dered if they were ready for
the jets hifi.by two inspection
orders and the nation's worst
air crash.
A United ticket clerk who
declined to give her name said
,at New York's Kennedy
Airport that "quite a few"
people balked at taking DC-10s























Formerly LandoIt Tree Service)
The Federal Aviation
Administration had first or-
dered the inspection of engine
mounting bolts on all U.S. DC-
lOs following Friday's
American Airlines crash in
Chicago that killed 274 people.
But the FAA Tuesday
grounded the jumbo jets and
ordered a more extensive
examination after in-
vestigators found "potentially
dangerous deficiencies" in the
engine assemblies.
The latest safety check
turned up "more problems
than we did in the first in-
spections," Fred Farrar,
spokesman for the Federal
Aviation Administration said
Wednesday. Some are
Minor, some 'are major."
At-Narita Airport outside—
Tokyo, Japan Air Lines
mechanics found three rivets
holding the engines to the
wings of one of its nine DC-10s
had fallen off.
A spokeman for Japan Air
Lines said today- the rivets
were replaced and the aircraft
returned to service along with
the other planes grounded for
inspection.
Farrar didn't say how many
planes failed to pass the in-
spections, but Continental
Airlines said "minor
discrepancies" were found in




HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — The
city school board here, citing
vandalism and general abuse,
has closed all facilities at




mended the action at a special
meeting Monday night
because of broken equipment,
littering and damage by
vehicles to the. facility's turf
and track.
The board said the complex
would be closed -until a
system of proper siipervision
can be worked out."
An exception was granted






WILMORE, Ky. AP ) —Dr.
Edward L.R. Elson, chaplain
of the U.S. 'Senate, is
scheduled to announce
Saturday a five-year, $12
million fund-raising campaign
at his alma mater, Asbury
College.
Money raised in the cam-
paign is to be used for capital
improvements, strengthening
of the endowment and ex-
pansion of the educational
program, the statement said.
COME TASTE OUR
ICC Strip
(It'll keep you comm' back!)
This weekend
Sirloin Stockade proudly
features our KC Strip A thick. juicy cut'
cooked just the way you like it We guarantee it With a big
baked potato or french fries and a thick slab of toast, you d
expect to pay more than $3 99 But that's all it is at Sirloin •
Stockade Add a trip to our Soup n Salad Bar. maybe Only
99C And what you have IS an uncommon value at a rather
uncommon- steakhouse Sirloin Stockade
•
SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Quality that keeps you comm' back. r
Bel-AirCenter
tinental officials said they
expect three of the planes to
return to service today and the.
last two on Friday.
United Airlines mechanics
found a crack in an engine
reinforcing plate on one plane
and another crack in one of
two braces supporting the
plate. A problem with another
United DC-10 had prompted
the latest checks.
"We consider both of these
cracks major problems," said
Ed Williams, a United official.
United official William
Poe rstel said 80 percent the
company's 37 DC-10s ,Aere
expected to be in the air
today. The rest needed repairs
and it was not known uen
they would be ready, he sali.
ATherican spokesman tiaire -
Frailey said eight of the
airline's 30 DC-10s returned to
service Wednesday, three
more were to be in the air by
early today and eight more by
later in the morning. It was
pot immediately known when
the remaining 11 jets would
take off.
A check of the other C.S.
airlines operating DC-10s
showed:
—World Airways had its six
DC-10s flying again. Wed-
nesday morning. At Trans
International Airlines,
spokesman Rich Slakoss said
all three DC-10s had been
inspected and were flying on
schedule.
—National spokesman Walt
Robshaw said inspection of all
National's 16 DC-10s was
completed in time to resume
normal service Wednesday
afternoon.
—All 22 Northwest Orient
DC-10s were inspected
Wednesday and cleared for
service.
—Western Airlines said all
of its nine DC-10s were cleared
and operating.
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD — The Community Theatre held auditions Tuesday for 'To
Kill A Mockingbird, to be performed June 28, 29 and 30 and July 5, 6 and 7, according
to Richard Valentine, theatre director. Reading for parts are (from left) NI Phillips, Russ
McCutcheon, Michelle Garland and Richard Butwell.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSVRANCE-1101111S—NEAL ESTATE-1n E. 12TN ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA




Now in handy 6-packs.
What 'a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
taste. Money back, too. The refund means you only buy the
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store, so there's /
always enougt1 Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Gdt 
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End Of The Feud
Astro catcher David McCuiston had the ball, but he couldn't find the Mets runner during a Pony League
 baseball game last
night. The Astros held a 14-9 lead after four innings, but the contest was rained out moments later. Staff photo by Tony Wilson
  Expos, Astros Gain In Division





The Montreal Expos and
Houston. Astros are sure
getting up in the world.
After being down so long in
their respective divisions,.
both National League ex-
pansion teams are off • and
winging this season, lately
taking the play away from the
longtime powers.
The East-leading Expos
continued to dominate the
Philadelphia Phillies Wed-
nesday night, beating the
defending NI. champions 2-0
for the fifth time this season
without a-loss.
The Astros whipped the
Reds 6-3 for the second
straight night and moved into
a virtual tie with ttie West
leaders, only four percentage
points behind.
Pitching has been one of the
main reasons for the success
of both teams — most notably
Montreal's Bill Lee and
Houston's Joe Niekro. Those
two came through again for
their teams, Lee pitching a
six-hitter and Niekro winning
his Sixth straight game.
Niekro continued on his hot
streak with ninth-inning relief
help from Joe Sambito. -
In the other NL games, the
Los Angeles Dodgers edged
the San Francisco Giants 6-5;
the San Diego Padres ham-
•--mered the Atlanta Braves 10-
2; the Pittsburgh Pirates
whipped the Chicago Cubs 9-2
and the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated the New York Mets 7-
3.
Lee, 5-2, got all his offensive
support from Gary Carter's
two-run homer in the second.
Carter's ninth homer of the
season came after Tony Perez
had blooped a -single off Nino
Espinosa, one of only four hits
against the Phillies right-
hander in six innings.
Niekro, 7-2. had allowed
only one run in 26 innings
before he lost his shutout in
the eighth • when Junior
Kennedy hit into a bases-
loaded double play, scoring
Cesar Geronimo from third
base. Niekro was later tagged
for a two-run double by




CHARLOTTE, N.C. ( AP ) ---
A one-ball rule was scheduled
to--go- into effect today in the
first round of the . $350,000
Kemper Open golf tour-
nament.
Most of the game's leading
prayers endorse the rule,
believing it will 'make no
change in their game. But
some predict in ill-concealed
delight that it will bother
others.
`'It's going to raise hell with
some guys," predicted Andy
Bean, the defending champion
in this tournament.
"Some of them have down-
wind ball, cross-wind balls,
upwind balls."
The rule, set by the U.S. Golf
Association and followed by
the eGA tour, requires that a
player use only one type ball
during a round. If a player
starts the round with a certain
Sambito came in to secure the
victory for the Astros.
Dodgers 6, Giants 5
Dusty Baker doubled home
Ted Martinez from first base
to break a tie in the eighth
inning, leading Los Angeles
over San Francisco. Ron Cey
slugged a three-run homer for
the Dodgers in the first inning,
but San Francisco came back
with four runs in the top of the
second.
Reggie Smith's third-inning
sacrifice fly got the Dodgers
even at 4-4, but Bill Madlock's
fifth home run in the sixth
gave San Francisco a 5-4 lead.
Dave Lopes hit his 10th homer
with two out in the seventh to
, once more tie the score, 5-5.
Padres 10, Braves 2
Dave Winfield drove in five
runs — including a three-run
homer which keyed a seven-
run fifth inning — as San
Diego routed Atlanta. Win-
field's production gave him a
league-leading total of 39.
Bob Shirley, 2-4, came on to
pitch in- the second and
allowed just three hits while
striking out seven en route to
.the victory. Starter Mickey
Lolich was forced to leave the
game with a sore shoulder
after giving up a leadoff walk
in the second inning.
Pirates 9, Cubs 2
Jim Rooker tossed a two-
hitter and Willie Stargell and
Bill Robinson slammed
homers to lead Pittsburgh
over Chicago. The Pirates
earned their fourth triumph in
a row as Rooker raised his
record to 2-0 after spending
the first six weeks of the
season on the disabled list
with an ailing shoulder.
Cardinals 7, Mets 3
Garry gempleton tripled
and scored on an error to snap
a 2-2 tie. and Lou ;Brock
followed With a home run,
powering St. Louis over New
York. Templeton's riple and
Brock's homer came off Mets
right-hander Craig Swan, 4-4,
starting the fifth. The blasts
were part of a 15-hit Cardinal
attack, which also featured
Ted Simmons' three-run
homer, his 10th of the year off
New York reliever Jesse
Orosco in the seventh.
PGA Players Will Use Just One Beginning Today
brand and type of ball, he
must play that brand and type
throughout the round.
Previously, players were
allowed to use as many dif-
ferent brand..s and types as
they desired. Many touring
pros had a habit of using
different balls under different
situations. One particular
brand" was very popular for
use when low shots; into the
wind, or great distance were
required.
Most of the leading players,
however, insist they have
never used but one ball.
Among them are Jack
Nicklaus and Tom Watson.
"It's a good rule," Nicklaus
said last week. "It's like the
14-club rule. If you have a
wind ball, it's like having a
wind club."
Watson, at the same time,
agreed.
"I like it," he said. "In fact,




Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU
Basketball Camp
June 17-22
Cot is $135.00 for the one-week
session which includes room,




for it. That comes out of a talk
I had with Sandy Tatum
[president of the USGA ) about
the situation a year ago."
Neither Watson nor
Nicklaus are competing here
this year, the last time the
Kemper will be held in
Charlotte .'before moving to
Washington, D.C. But Arnold
Palmer, who is on hand,
recalled the only time he
switched balls., on a par-5 hole
in a tournament in France.
"I was playing with (Spain's
Seve) Ballesteros," Palmer
said. ' 'I got on in two.
Ballesteros had no chance of
reaching the green. He pa-
chedmon in three and made the
putt for birdie. I three-putted
for par. I decided right then
I'd neverchange balls again.'
Ben Crenshaw, Lanny
Wadkins, Masters champ
Fuzzy Zoeller and PGA king
John Mahaffey -all say they




OMAHA, Neb. ( AP ) —
Miami second baseman Howie
Shapiro says his team was "in
a cloud" when it played in the
1978 College World Series.
It was a new experience for
the Miami players and the
result was a third-place finish.
But Shapiro says that won't
be the case this time. The
team is a year older and a
year wiser and he says that
could be the difference as
second-rated Miami goes after
the title that eluded the
Hurricanes a year ago.
Miami 55-9)( is one of seven
teams-from the natinn's-fop 10
in the 1979 CWS, which opens
Friday. Northeast Regional
champion Connecticut is the
only unrated team in the field,
•
which also includes No. I
Texas.
The series opens Friday
with No. 7 Arkansas (46-131.
runnerup to Texas in the,
Southwest Conference, .
meeting ' eighthrated PeP-
perdine (50-16). Miami then
tangles with No. 5 Arizona r 42-
23).
First round action concludes
Saturday as Texas (54-61
plays Connecticut (31-11) and
No. 3 Fullerton State (55-13-1)
meets No. 4 Mississippi State
(47-10).
Miami is the top finisher
back Crom the 1918 series.
CWS champion Southern
California and runnerup
Arizona State, two regulars in
the series, failed to qualify for
their regionals.




Intervention by owner Harry
Mangurian has come close to
assuring the Boston Celtics
will soon have basketball's
most coveted Bird in hand.
After weeks of bickering
between Celtics President Red
Auerbach and lawyer Bob
Woolf — agent for Indiana
State star Larry Bird — the
two sides are close to terms
today on a maltiyear pact
worth more than $600,000 per
season.
The breakthrough came
Wednesday as Mangnrjan and
the Celtics increased their
original offer by some $100,000
per year.
Woolf is under increasing
pressure to agree to the
contract at the next
bargaining session Friday and
bring the college player of the
year to Boston and make it
final.
Mangurian, in Boston to
investigate building a new
arena for the Celtics in nearby
Somerville, stepped into the
previously stalled talks,
getting Auerbach and Woolf
together for negotiations.
"I'm really encouraged. We
accomplished quite a bit. Our
next meeting is Friday and it
could be our last," the owner
said after the two-hour session
in Auerbach's office. ' 'Red has
handled the situation and he
U.S. Leads Walker
MUIRFIELD, Scotland
AP) — The United States
took a slim 6'2-5',2 lead over
Britain on the first day of
Walker Cup golf play, as teen-
ager Doug Clarke handed Cut
a record 8-and-7, 18-hole
defeat to veteran Btiton John
Davis.
Woolf first sought $1 million
did today ( Wednesday .
Hopefully, it can culminate in
the next few days."
Woolf asked for time to
digest the Celtics' offer, giving
rise to speculation that he may
yet seek extra cash for his
client. What Bird thinks was
unknown because the big
blond from French Lick, Ind.
was said to be "out fishing"
back home.
In a nutshell, the Celtics
backed off their earlier take-
itor-leave-it stance. Auerbach
had refused to budge from an
initial offer of $500,000 per
year.
per season for six years, plus
$200,000 in fringes, but later
pared that demand to $700,000.
The agent still insists Bird
will get somewhat more than
the reported $600,000 per
season being paid another
National Basketball
Association newcomer,
Earvin "Magic" Johnson of
Michigan State, who has
- agreed to terms with the Los
Angeles Lakers. The Celtics
say Johnson is getting less
than half that amount in
salary, however.
David Thompson of the
Denver Nuggets is said to be
player at $800,000 per year.
"The Celtics are now t
negotiating in good faith,"
said Woolf. "I'm being
reasonable and they're being
reasonable."
"Things are looking better,"
said Auerbach. He added that
new Celtics Coach Bill Fitch,
who was in the team's offices
Wednesday, "is very high on
Bird. That was a big factor."
The Celtics, meanwhile,
face a deadline for signing
Bird, drafted last year as a
junior. If he doesn't come to
terms before the NBA draft
June 25, Bird will 'again be
the... league's highest paid available in the draft pool.
State Tourney Field Set
OWENSBORO, Ky. —
Shelby County's 5-0 victory
over Conner yesterday in the
Lexington Sectional final
completed the four-team
Kentucky high school baseball
state tournament field, set to
begin today at 4 p.m.
Murray High (18-1), the
Owensboro Sectional champ,
takes on Raintsville (26-11),
the .Somerset winner. At 6
p.m., Durrett, which dumped
favored Elizabethtown in the
North Hardin Sectional, faces
Shelby County. The final is
scheduled for 6 p.m. Friday.
Murray High's Brad Taylor,
a senior righthander with a 7-0 _
record, will start on the
mound against either Pain-
tsville's Gary Wells, a junior
righthander, or Brian Allen, a
senior lefthander.
The game will be broadcast
on WSJP-AM (1130).
Defending Invitational Champ
Purcell Begins LCC Play Today
LOUISVILLE — Murray's
Mel Purcell plays Louisville's
John O'Buan today to begin
his quest for a-second-straight
title in the Louisville County
Club Invitational tennii
tournament.
Purcell, the top ranked 21-
and-under player in the
nation, meets O'Bryan at 5:30
p.m. while Gary Flock, the 23-
year-old Louisvillian whom
Purcell defeated for the title
last year, is seeded second and
plays John Frittl at 4:15.
- Other singles matchups











include Mark Buechler vs Ian
Henderson; Gretephenson vs
Chuck Saacke; Sonny Garner
vs J.T. Sims; and Dale
Cochran vs Alladin Mitha.
Purcell ancl- Flock are the
top-ranked doubles pair, while
Walsh and Buechler are
ranked second.
The singles final is set for
1:30 p.m. Sunday.
Who'll Pay You 9.409% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is sub jed to change at maturity.
This 9.409% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through June
6, 1979
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES-OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
TERMS
3 months
1 or 2 years
21/2 or 3 years
4 years
6 years




















Federal law requires a sub‘stantial int
erest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity 
amounting to for-
feiture of 90 days interest and the 
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26 19 576 2G
S r a sri.r
26 22 542 4
Milwaukee
'2.: 23 540 4
D etroit
21 21 500 6
Cleveland
21 S 447 11`2
Toronto





5 19 596 1
Mi.nnesota
S 19 571_ 2
K ansas Citi




17 32 '.347 13
S'eattle
17 33 340 134
ednesda uanies
bier ̂ ^to2
Oakland 5. Minnesota 4
' tlevetand I, enicsito 4 -
tivea_lork 5, Milwaukee 2. 11 innings
Texas 3, Boston 2. 10 iniungs
Kansas City 2. Baltimore 1
California 3, Seattle 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST










19 24 442 3'2
N ew York







25 25 500 2'i
1.o s Angeles
25 26 490 3
S an  Diego
, 23 29 442 54
Atlanta
5 5 775 81
Wednesday's Games
Montreal 2, Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 2
St Louis 7, New York 3
Houston 6. Cincinnati 3
San Diego 10, Atlanta 2
I.os Angeles 5. San Francare5-
Thursday 's Games
New York (Scott 1-431 at St Louis (Sykes
3-2,






from third base on an infield
grounder to give the Cubs an
extra-inning 6-5 victory over
the Twins in a Little League
game that took two days to
complete.
The two teams battled to a5-
5 tie thrgh seven innings
Tuesday night before play was
halted due to the lateness of
the hour and rescheduled for
Twins 5 Cubs 6
ab r h ab r h
Wright 3 2 2 Crawford 5 3 2
Waldrop 4 0 1 Amos 4 0 1
Conley 3 0 1 West 3 0 0
Morton 4 0 0 Presscott 2 0 0
McClure I 0 0 Adams 1 0 0
Watson 1 0 0 Olsen 1 0 0
Potts 4 I 2 Lamb 3 I 1
&UT —seen 3 I 0 Clendenen 4 0 0
BiTlington 1 1 0 Hargis 3 I p
Manning 2 0 0 Peebles I t I
Totals 29 5 6 Workman 1 (I 1
Doolin ' 1 0 0
Totals 5 6 6
Winning pitcher: Alan
Hargis.
Twins , 120 002 ce-s.
Cubs 021 200 -01-6
Home runs Potts , Twins
last night.
Crawford reached on an
error and stole second and
third before the game-winning
score.
John Mark Potts homered
for the Twins.
PONY LEAGUE
The Astros led the Twins 14-
9 after four innings before that
game and the Orioles-Phils
rnatchup were washed out. No
makeup date was announced.
THE SCHEDULE
T-BALL -- Today: Cubs vs
Cards, Yanks vs Reds.
PARK LEAGUE — Today:
Pirates vs Cubs. Asti(os vs
Reds.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE —
Today: Yanks vs A's, Twins
vs Astros: Friday: Cubs vs
Pirates, Cards vs Reds.
PONY LEAGUE — Today:
PhiLs vs Astros, Indians vs
Orioles.
OPTIONS REBATE
Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock — and get 10%
back on all factory-installed
options, through June 15.
Buy the Scout model you want from our
wide inventory, and International will send
you a rebate check for 10% of the sticker
price on every factory-installed option. But
hurry on in, because this offer is good only
if you purchase and take delivery of a new
Scout by June 15—and they're going fast.
Free $6.95 Rand-McNally Trail Guide











BATTING ,100 at bets 1. Brock, St
LAM, 371, Rose. Mattagami, 30, War
held. San Diego, 3244. Mairik, New York,
30. Murphy, Atlanta. 341
RUNS Lopes, Los Angeles, 19. Con-
cepcion, Cincinnati, 35. Pahl, Rowan, 34,
North. San Francisco. 34. Parker, Pitt-
sburgh, 33
RBI Winfield, San Diego, 36, Kingman.
Chicago, 36. Murphy. Atlanta, N. Sch-
midt, Philadelphia, 34. Foster, Cwicurati,
33 Garvey, Los Angeles, 33
HITS Winfield, San Diego. 79, Russell,
Los Angeles. 67, Rope, Philadelphia, 118,
Garvey, Los Angeles, 43. Moreno. Pitts-
burgh, 61
DOUBLES Rom, Philactelptua. II
Parrish, Montreal, 15, Maszllb, New Yea.
IC Parker, Pittsburgh, 14: X Hernandez.
St Louis, 14
TRIPLES T Scott. SI Louis. 7. Moreno,
Pittsburgh, 5, Winfleld. San Diego, 5, 6
Tied With 4
HOME RUNS Kingman, Chicago, 13,
Sclamdt, Philadelphia, IS, Mirphy, At-
Uinta, 13; Dawson, Montreal, 11. Mat-
thews. Atianta
STOLEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgh
19 TScott. St Lows, IS. Cabal, Houston.
14; Lopes, Los Angeles, It, Taveras, New
York, 13
PITCHING (5 DeCLIDOWS' LaCoss, Cuv
cumisti, 54,1.000, 251, Lamp, Chicago, 4-
1, 100, 416; Reed. Philadelphia, 4-1,401
3.90; Welch, Lea "weeks. 4-1. .50, 2.11.
J.1shekro, Hcaiston, 7-1, 771, 2 51, ft Lee.
Montreal. it 714.3.92: Rogers, Montreal-
5-2, 714, 2 .56 ; Knepper, San Francisco . 5-2.
714, 3.17
STRDCEOUTS Richard, Houston, 11,
Carlton, Philadelphia, 55, Perry, San
Diego. 55; P.Niekro, Atlanta 54. Swan.
New York, 53.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATITNG 1100 at twits, Smalley. Min-
nesota. 380; Kemp. Detroit, 372, Carew.
California, .350: A.Eiannister. Chicago,
346. LJohnson, Chicago. 346
RUNS G.Brett, Kansas Ctty. 40; Otis.
Kansas City, 37, LeFlore, Detroit. 36.
Lynn. Boston. 35, Baylor, California. 35
C.Washington, Chicago, 35. Smalley. Min-
nesota, 35
FIBI Baylor, California, 48; Lynn, Bos-
un, 42, Cooper, Milwaukee, 39. Porter,
Kansas City, 36; Nettles. New York, 36,
Horton, Seattle, 36
HITS Smalley, Minnesota. 68; G.Brett,
Kansas City. 67. Remy. Boston. IS; Coop-
er, Milwaukee. 62; Carew, California, CC.
Baylor. California, 62
DOUBLES: Lemoii. Chicago, 15. Bonds,
Cleveland, 14; B Bell, Texas, 14:
clitasturigton. Chtca,go, 13: G.Brett, Kan-
sas City. 13. McRae. Kansas City. 13; Otis,
Kansas City, 12.
TFUPLES, &Brett, Kansas Clty, 6;
Griffin, Toronto. 5; Allannister, Chicago,
4: Wilson, Kansas City, 4; 10 Tied With 3.
HOME RUNS: Lynn, Boston, 14; Single-
ton, Baltimore. 12; Cooper, Milwaukee, II;
Thomas. Milwaukee, 11; L.May. Balti-
more. 10; Smalley. Minnesota, 10; Horton,
Seattle. 10.
STOLEN BASES LeFlore. Detroit, Z:
Wilson, Kansas City. 19, Otis, Kansas City.
17, J Cruz, Seattle. 17, Wills, Texas. 16
PITCHING , 5 Decisions) Kern, Texas,
70, 1.000, 1 09, John, New York.9-1, 903,
1.N; D.Martinez, Baltknore, 7-2, .rt. 235.
Koosman, Minnesota, 7-2, .770, 3.521-
Palmer. Baltimore, 6-2, .750, 2.80; Jenkins,
Texas. 6-2, .750, 3.44; Baumgarten,
Chicago, 5-2, .714, 3.5; Waits, Cleveland,
7-3, .700. 3.51.
STFUXE01.17S, Ryan, California, 71;
Guidry, New York, 61: Jenkins, Texas. 61:




NEW YORK (AP) — 'I
don't want to be a villain - I
want people to like me," John
McEnroe said. "I'd ratter
have the crowd rooting for
than against me. But it's !.,)t
that easy to change.
"I am what lam. I admit I
am intense I always have
been competitive in
everything I did. I make a lot
of faces and don't snile much
on the court.
"People don't like that. If I
got so I tried to please people,
I would start losing my
matches. If I looked up in the
crowd and saw somebody
clapping, I would serve a
double-fault."
He is the stormy petrel )f
tennis — this brash, 20-year-
old left-handed- kid from
Dougl aston , Queens, Peck's
Bad Boy, scourge of the
linesmen and target of the
fans — and perhaps at this
very moment the best tennis
player in the world
Arthur Ashe says he could
Will Grimsley
dominate the game for the
next 10 years. Harry Hopman,
the man who coached
Australia to 15 Davis Cup
triumphs, raves over his
natural talent and instincts.
Jimmy Connors and Bjorn
Borg realize their days are
Booting The Sox
numbered
McEnroe won the Grand
Prix Masters in January, then
recently defeated Connors and
Borg in successive matches to
win the prestigious WCT
Finals in Dallas — his second
victory of the year over each.
He was playing in Japan when
be suffered a groin injury that
forced him to fly home before
preparing for Wimbledon.
He will display his all-
around skilla in the World
Invitational Racquets
Championship, to be aired on
tape over CBS-TV June 10.
Immediately after Wimbledon
he will again tackle the
game's best in the WCT's
$300,000 Forest Hills' In-
vitational July 9-15.
"You can't be No. 1 if you
don't win the big ones," said
McEnroe, currently rated No.
3 in the world behind Connors
and Borg. "My aim is to win
Wimbledon — that has always
Brewers Make it Nine In A Row Over
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Texas Rangers always
get their man.. .and their man
always seems to be the Boston
Red Sox.
The Rangers made it nine In
a row over the red-faced Red
Sox in Arlington Stadium
Wednesday night when Riclue
Zisk singled Al Oliver home
from second base in the 10th
inning for a 3-2 triumph. The
Red Sox haven't won in Texas
since September of 1977.
"I guess everybody knows
we have lost nine in a row In
Texas," sighed Boston
Manager Don Zimmer.
"That's what happens when
you don't get clutch hits and
leave runners on base. We left
six on base in the last fire
innings."
In other American League
action, the Kansas City Royals
nipped the Baltimore Orioles
2-1, the New York Yankees
downed the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-2 in 11 innings, the
Injury To Umpire
Raises Questions
MILWAUKEE ( AP —
American League umpire Lou
Di-Muro apparently escaped
serious injury Wednesday
night in an -ugly collision
which raised questions about
procedures and respon-
sibilities for handling on-field
accidents at Milwaukee's
County Stadium.
At least, no one could ex-
plain why it took about 20
minutes for an ambulance to
arrive after DiMuro was hurt
in a collision with the New
York Yankees' Cliff Johnson
in the 11th inning of a baseball
game with the Milwaukee
Brewers.
Johnson, 6-foot-4 and 217
pounds, scored on a sacrifice
• fly. Running full speed, he
crossed home plate, abruptly
turned and collided with the 6-
foot-1, 175 pound DiMuro, the'
plate umpire who, was
crouched in the catcher's box
as he watched the play.
Both tumbled to the ground
and television replays showed
DiMuro's neck seem to snap
back in whiplash fashion as
his body hit the dirt. He lay
motionless while Brewer
trainer Curt Bayer rushed
from the first base dugout.
Bayer was joined at the scene
by Dr. Ian Gilson, the
physician on duty for the
game.
Although it first was feared
DiMuro, 47, had suffered a
severe spinal or neck injury, it
took 32 minutes for an am-
bulance to arrive and for
DiMuro to be lifted into it on a
stretcher.
DiMuro was taken to Mount
Sinai Medical Center, about
five minutes away, for
examination by
neurosafgeons. The injury
.was diagnosed as a mihor
spinal contusion, or bruise.
Dr. Paul Jacobs, the Brewers'
chief physician, said DiMuro
would be held, possibly for a
,day or two, for observation.
"He took a hell of a jolt, but
X-rays were negative and we
hope he will .be ,100 percent
better in 24 hours," Jacobs
said.
Johnson, who bruised an
elbow in thesollision, also was




NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A list
of 21 candidates for the office
of Ohio Valley Conference
Commissioner was narrowed
to five by a meeting of OVC
university presidents and
other school officials here
yesterday.
The five under- con-
sideration are Cecil Coleman,
former athletic director at the
University of Illinois; Joe
McMullen, former athletic
director at Marshall•
University; James E. Delany,
of the 'NCAA investigation
staff; John C. West, a past AD
at Furman; and Warren Sch-
makel, a former AD at Illinois
State.
The five will be interviewed
June 5 in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The comissioner will succeed
Bob Vanatta, who left to





(AP) — At least four college
basketball coaches are
looking forward tonight to the
relief of knowing where Ralph
Sampson, the hottest prospect
left on the recruiting circuit,
will play his college ball
Rumors were rampant
Wednesday about where the 7-
foot-314-inch center was going.
All were baseless, said
Ralph Bergey, Sampson's
coach at Harrisonburg High.
Sampson will have to make
up his mind by 7 p.m. tonight_
the hour for which he has
called a news conference at
the high school gym to name
the college of his choice
California Angels edged the
Seattle Mariners 3-2, the
Oakland A's shaded the
Minnesota Twins 5-4, the
Detroit Tigers whipped the
Toronto Blue Jays 8-2 and the
Cleveland Indians beat the
Chicago White Sox 6-4.
Unbeaten Texas reliever
Jim Kern earned his seventh
victory by allowing two hits in
four innings.
Royals 2, Orioles 1
Amos Otis hit a two-run
homer in the first inning and
Rich Gale pitched out of
several jams before giving
way to Al Hrabosky in the
tgnth. George Brett singled
with one out in the Kansas City
first and with two out Otis
hammered Mike Flanagan
piteh for his third home run of
the season and 144th of his
career, making him Kansas
City's all-time leader, sur-
passing John Mayberry's 143.
The game marked the
return to the Kansas City line-
up of outfielder Al Cowens,
who suffered a broken jaw
May 8 when he was hit by a
pitch from Texas' Ed Farmer.
Cowens doubled on his first at-
bat and later added a single in
four trips.
Yankees 5. Brewers 2
Juan Beniquez and Bucky
Dent hit sacrifice flies and
Mickey Rivers added an RBI
Boston
double in New York's three-
run 11th inning. Play. was
interrupted for 32 minutes
when 6-foot-4, 217-pound Cliff
Johnson collided with plate
umpire Lou DiMuro after
scoring the second run of the
inning. DiMuro, who was
conscious and responsive to
questions, was taken by
ambulance to a hospital for
treatment of possible neck or
back injuries.
Angels 3, Mariners 2
Brian Downing opened the
ninth with a single, stole
second, went to third on Mery
Ftettenmund's grounder and
scored the winning run on Bert
Campaneris' squeeze bunt
single. Meanwhile, Nolan
Ryan held the Mariners to
three hits — including homers
by Ruppert Jones and Leon
Roberts — and struck out 12.
Don Baylor homered for the
Angels.
A's 5, Twins 4
Mitchell Page singled home
the tie-breaking run in the
seventh inning and the
eventual winning run came
home on a wild pitch by
Minnesota relief ace Mike
Marshall. The A's got strong
relief efforts from John Henry
Johnson and Bob Lacey, who
put down a threat in the ninth
after the Twins had runners at
second and third with one out.
been my dream."
McEnroe, shy and mild-
mannered out of the arena,
speaks openly if not
apologetically of his court
behavior that has earned him
the sobriquet of "spoiled
brat."
Young McEnroe's rise has
been meteoric. He was an 18-
year-old high school boy when
he advanced to the Wimbledon
semifinals in 1977 — the
youngest man ever to do so.
He entered Stanford
University but quit to turn pro
and take the stairway to
riches. Already this year he
has earned 8326,000 and
change.
"Money is nice but not that
important," he said. "If Iwo,
Wimbledon, I wouldn't care if
1 got a penny. I've dreamed of
winning Wimbledon since I
was 14 or 15 years old.
"Forest Hills never meant
that much to me. It was only
15 minutes from where I lived
I ball-boyed there, even ball-
boyed for Borg. But I'll never
forget my first trip to Wirnble-
don in 1277.
"I was sent over just to play
junior tennis.! lived in a dive
of a hotel. All of us outside
guys had to change in one
room. Then I had to qualify. I
didn't know what I was doing
"Then I got to the
sernitinala. Man, that was
something."






LANDOVER, Md. I AP i —
The Seattle SuperSonics are
on Cloud Nine.
The Sonics, with a com-
manding 3-1 lead in their best-
of-seven series with the
deLfending champion
Washington Bullets, can win
their first National Basketball
Association title Friday night.
"We have been fighting off
adversity all year long," said
guard Fred Brown. "But here
we are, one game away from
the world championship. We
feel we could wrap it up
Friday night."
The Sonics got a big boost
Tuesday night when they won
their third straight game over
the Bullets, 114-112 in an
overtime contest that featured
58 fouls and 72 free throw
attempts.
No team has ever come
back from a 3-1 deficit to win
three in a row in av NBA final.
But the Bullets, who made
such a comeback in the
Eastern championship
against the Sin Antonio Spurs,
think they can do it again in
the final.
"This is about the toughest
position we can be in," said
Bullets guard Kevin Grevey.
"You never want to get down
this far to any team,
especially a team as good as
Seattle.
"From now on we have to
play with recidess abandon. I
know we're in a tough spot.
But if we keep playing this
way, we can win on Friday
night, come back out here and
take one and then we'll be in a
good spot," said Grevey.
Game 7, if necessary, would
be played next Wednesday
here in the Capital Centre.
Despite their lead, the
Sonics say they aren't going to
take it easy Friday night
because they remember what
happened last year when, up 3-
, 2, they relaxed in Washington
and got blown off the court.
The Bullets went on to win the
championship. -
"We found out last year that
three wins doesn't mean
anything," said Jack Sauna.
"We're going to be ready to
play."
Sonic Paul Silas said, -To
stop us, the Bullets are going
to have to win three, and we
A-think that's going to be prep'
tough for them todo."- - - - •
John Johnson said, 'We're
very confident. We'd like to
get this over as soon as
possible."
Gus Williams, who led all
scorers with 36 points Tuesday
night, said the Sonics "can't
let up in D.C. The Bullets area
good team and they know they
can get back after being down
3-1. They proved that against
San Antonio fin the Eastern
championship series)."
As Fred Brown summarized








6 Month or 26 Week Money Market certificate*-$10,000 min. dep.
Rate Effective: Thursday, May 31-Wednesday, June 6
Federal regulations prohibit** compounding of interest doily on this occount.





SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
'PADUCAH, KY.
• Substantial interest penalty required on early withdrawals from Certificates.















































Congratulations Murray High School





















Items You Need Most, Priced So Low...






Reiss and envoy the summer eari on our 72-
inch lounger rett. .4:lantana potetrons
heed end feel Feetuee tyttader harming







... COMES WITH 4, 24" BENCHES
A beautiful picnic table for back-
yard, poolside, or patio Octagonal Reg. $58.00
in design to seat eight comfortably
and complete with four 24" match tab
ing benches Crafted of selecie'
hardwood with attractive redA )(Do
stain finish Has a convenient um-
brella hole in center of table 30
High x 46 Diameter
00
Four exciting aitivities to keep
children occupied tor hours'. Set
includes two swinge. Avid-Seater
glide, trapeze "V* bar, and side
-entry platform slide. Top; rail










100 count, 9-inch paper plates.












20" 2-speed fans are constructed from
heavy gauge steel and modem
engineered plastic for lasting durabdity.
Features finer mesh grills, stabilizing













Choose 7-oz., 8.1-oz., or 15.2-oz.













Multi-colored folding chair has
strong yet lightweight tubular
frame, wide straping, and non-tilt




ree To 1st 100 Ladies In
Saturday 9 a.m. 1 pt. 4011
Free to 1st 100 children
Saturday 9 a.m. Baffle
Book Special Collectors E
Must Be Accompanied By 
Truckload Sale Of












Thirsty bath towels of absorbent Cotton
Marvelous selection of colors and pat-












Rod and reel with oil retaining
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dies In Our -Store Friday
• 401. Bubble Bath
ldren in our store Friday &
attle Star Galactia Comic
;tors Edition. A $1.50 Value
iell By Adult.)
Of Soft Drinks .

























Blend, Motor Oil in
quart size cans. Great
for all type engines.









Heavy-Duty Trash Bags for
Indoors and Outdoors
Choose twenty 23 gal
bags, thirty 44-qt
bags, ten 6-bu bags
Of sixteen 24 qt bags









Full 6' table seats eight com-
fortably. Has 2 matching ben-
ches that are not attached so
table can be used buffet style.



















braces on back, paint
shelf that locks ladder














Blended of Polyester and Cotton
for durability, comfort and com-
plete easy-care. Popular casual
styling features elastic back




Wall mount model adjusts
to give a gentle spray or






H.P. engine, safety features
lking 
quick height adjuster powerful 3.5 
$9900eda 
mower
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tJunn Looks Ahead To Novembe
r
°Bowing 'Gentlemanly Primary
ULSV1LLE, Ky.' (AP) -
mer Gov. Louie Nunn is
ng ahead to the general
tion he must win to
ome Kentucky's first
ublican governor since he




December of 1967 until
cember of 1971. indicated
will be trying to unite the
4publicans. He also ap-
ently will be trying to lure
ocrats into his following.
stered Democrats out-
her Republicans 2 to 1 in
tucky.
Friday, Nunn will begin
g television ads inviting
ocrats whose candidates
lost Tuesday to join him. The
former governor scheduled a
news conference today at his
campaign headquarters here.
Nunn is reported to have
budgeted $1.5 million for use
in the campaign against the
Democratic nominee,
businessman John Y. Brown.
Brown is a multimillionaire
who spent an estimated $1.2
million or more in winning his
party's nomination.
Nunn spent only about $200,-
000 of the $500,000 planned for
the primary campaign. The
remaining $300,000 will carry
over into the general election.
Nunn had no difficulty litS-
posing of former state Sen.
Ray White of Bowling Green
in Tuesday's primary. Nunn
captured 79 percent of the
132,642 Republican votes cast
to White's 14 percent. Two
other candidates shared 5
percent.
After Nunn's victory was
clear, he appeared Tuesday
night with White and called his
unsuccessful opponent "a gen-
tleman."
Whitepledged a "united Re-
publican Party," but warned
that winning the election is
"not going to he any cake-
walk."
Nunn says his side will no
be the first to. make
allegations in the campaign
against Brown.
"Our campaign will be
based on issues, experience,
the things that will make a
difference," Nunn said. "If




thousands of Democrats that
didn't bother" to vote
Tuesday.
"They're going to be with
us," he said.
He indicated he will aim at
Democrats on both the
national and state level.
"We're going to get the
clnge the people want in this
ate, and we're going to get
change in Washington next
year," he said. "The people of
this state are not going to
gamble their future into just
anyone's hands."
Nunn told supporters: "Re-
member the motto: United we
stand; divided they fall."
Final Election Results
y The Associated Press
Governor
Democratic
ith 99.7 percent of the
r rns tabulated, John Y.




69$46, Thelma Stovall 47,592,
1.3tte Willis 5,337, George
.Adtnis, 4,381, Doris Binion
2,140„ and John Weikel 2,553.
% Republican
' t/ith 99.7 percent of the
rsetairns tabulated, Louie Nunn
writ with 105,377, Ray White
reffived 18,557, Elmer Begley




. With 99.7 percent of the
iiroies counted, Martha Layne
. qtins won with 109,120,
WtIliarn Cox received 104,837,
triad Hollenbach 94,721, Joe
Ptitber 90,880, Richard Lewis
42*58, Jim Vernon 19,848, and
Ctiorley Rowland 6,977.
..,_ Republican
3ith-99.7 percent of 
the
s counted, Harold Rogers
vrqn with 57,958, Granville
Thomas received 17,522 and
Blip Bersky 9,845. ,
''.'• Secretary of State
' Democratic
With 99.7 percent of the
vot counted, Frances Jones
M won with 153,827 votes,
Ft4 Adkins received 130,462
ail Ida Nelson 43,420.
s. . Republican- '
otosgh 99.7 percent of the
v counted, Rowe Harper
e
ucah Youth Dies
UCAH, Ky. (AP) --
police said that William
w Tabb,17, died early
y of injuries received in a
ca ruck accident.
bb, a Paducah resident,
injured when his car
co ed with a tractor-trailer
r on U.S. 45 south of
P *cah on Wednesday
ev
won with 29,915 -votes, James
L. Van Hoose received 26,221,
and Earl R. Borders III 11,410.
Attorney General
Democratic
With 99.7 percent of the
votes counted, Steve Beshear
won with 165,665 votes, Jack
Smith received 101,707 and
Jarvis Allen had 56,78/.
Republican
With 99.7 percent of the
returns tabulated, Ron Snyder
won with 42,755 votes, and




With 99:7 percent of the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
"The family feud is over,"
state Democratic Chairman
Marie Turner told guber-
natorial nominee John Y.
Brown, Jr. as she
congratulated him on winning
Tuesday's primary.
Mrs. Turner, in a statement
released Wednesday by
Democratic headquarters
here, urged party members to
back Brown in the November
general election.
"...It is time to join hands
and prove to the nation that we
are true Democrats, that we
can fight our primary battles,
that we can give our voters a
choice of several good can-
didates and then unite and
gird for battle in the
November election," Mrs.
Turner said.
"We have a good nominee,
the majority of the voters has
_spoken and we as Democrats
firmly believe in the majority
rule," she said. "We must
unite and elect John Y. Brown
Jr. and the whole Democratic
ticket in November." -
!: The street department is no longer
ipicking up brush. Please do not place









Graham won with 120,542
votes, Sara Bell received
68,845, George Salem 67,206,
and William Taylor 52,002.
Republican
With 99.7 percent of the
votes counted, Mary Louise
Foust won with 46,846 votes,
and Dan Mattingly had 24,946.
Treasurer
Republican
With 99.7 , percent of the
returns tabulated. Dr. James
Wilhite won with 39,383 votes,
Charles Hardwick. received





With 99.7 percent of the
votes counted, Raymond H.
Barber won with 92,910 votes,
Jerry Alleyne received 81,077,
John B. Cooper 70,809, George
Tolhurst 30,985. and Logan
Turner 28,251.
Republican
With 99.7 percent of tilt,
returns tabulated, Frank
.Groschelle won with 38,737




With 99.7 percent of the
votes counted, Alben Barkley
II won with: ,870 votes,
Edward Brown received
49,313, Mancil J. Vinson 48,981,
Fred Waters 48,282. Woodrow
Wilson 29,754, Don Kenady-
20,649, Melvin Martin 18,880,
and Ken Hall 14,657.
Republican
With 99.7 percent of the
returns tabulated, Roy Gray
won with 33,495, Tommy Klein




















































































































































This rate is in effect May 31 through June f,
TERM:1 Months (182 clays); 
MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARA
NTEED RATE.














Paper Napkins & Stationary
• Little Or No Maintenance Required.
• Overlapping Panels & Mid-Wall Brace.
the GREENBRIAR 159.99
Attractive front-gabled building for year-round protection of sports
and garden equipment, tools, etc. Approx. 10-ft. x 9-ft outside dimen-





















...... ••••• ra wits 1=0. =....=...........=..., ..................-.... ... ...........................
19.99
20-In. 3-SPEED FAN
Save energy-money Cool only the room you
use Quiet-running--ideal for bedrooms, TV
rooms 5-blade propeller Manually reversible
for exhaust use 16/3713

















WIATNERALL' ACRYLIC LATEX HOUSE PAINT
Our finest house paint contains acrylic latex
which: resists chalking longer so colors resist
fading; adheres better-so less chance of
cracking, blistering, peeling; gives beer





(A) 1 Quart. Continuous feed
iJmapmellrerss /TistGa6M, 3stainless-steel
44.99
1-Qt. Soiled Insulated. (Not
shown) Reduces noise Simi-
lar to above 66/T5 59.99
(8) 2-Quart Insulated. large-
capacity hopper, noise-reduc-
ing insulation Stainless-steel









When price is a consideration you can still have quality Applies
over most new or painted surfaces without a sealer Dries




Replace lost refrigerant Includes
14-oz. net refrigerant, hose,
instructions. Designed for easy
use G2/AC4 499
14-0z. Net Rms. G2/FF112 994
smithodipmattizil Platt WINSIFIED ADS
OF 
4
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FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Sudden financial
developments could lead to a
rift with others. Emotions are
intense, excitable, and dif-
ficult to control.
TAURUS
i Apr. 20 to May 20)
Unexpected behavior on the
part of a mate or close ally
could leave you perplexed.
Avoid late night snacks which
upset physical well-being.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) II
.3fou're on dangerous
trounds re a flirtation on the
job. Homelife and en-
tertaining don't seem to rr!hx 
favorably in the p.m.
CANCER •
(June 21 to July 72)
A love at first sight situation
may not turn out as you think.
Expect the unexpected. In-
tense feelings mar talks with
family members.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221
Mixing business with






(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Romantic meetings have an
air of the unpredictable about
them. Don't be inflexible in
your attitude about a financial
matter.
UBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Romantic matters could
make you somewhat nervous
now. The element of surprise
adds to your hypersensitivity.
Remain level-headed.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
Somewhat independent in
your dealings with others now,
try to curb an urge to do the
uneitpected. Don't be so in-
scrutable with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22.to Dec. 21)
Something at work could
upset your feelings or cause a
change in plans. A prying
friend may be acting from
ulterior motives.
CAPRICORN -
Wee. 22 to Jan. 19) va
Make sure the other party's
interested before making a
romantic move. Un-
conventional friends are liable
to do the unexpected.
AQUARIUS .4~0,( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)''S .
If sudden business arises,
make sure family members
are informed of any change in
plans. Negative advice from
others should be ignored.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Not a day for unreasonable
romantic expectations. A
change in plans could leave
you with a letdown feeling.
Others hold conflicting
viewpoints.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile,-U5ou don't always
finish what you start. You
thrive on contacts and can
succeed as an actor, jour-
nalist, lecturer and salesman.
Often in business for yourself,
you have executive ability.
Whatever your field, you put
your individual stamp on what
you do. Somewhat religious by
nature, your best success
comes with the development
of a philosophy of life. Balance
your curiosity with a
willingness to study, and
you'll succeed in intellectual
pursuits. Law, science,
teaching, and architecture are
other fields open to you. Birth-
date of: Pat Boone, singer;




Sobscribors who bort• not
romplyed *Mr bonto-ditivoroct
copy of The blverry liedger
flaws by 5.30 p.m Monday
May of by 3:30 p.m on
Satordays we nerd to cell
753-1116 Hamm 5:30 p.a.
SW 6 p.a., litoaday-Fridtry,
3:30 p.m. Mid 4 p.m.
days, to Won daavory of 11mi
sonwpapot. Calls , twat '
by 6 paLwoolidays
1 p.a. Saturdays to oewartoit
11l/PORTRAITS IN
LIVING COLOR
2 - 8 X 10
3,2- 5 X 7
WWALLETS










































  3 lb. can
BRIOUETS  10 lb
Ch met
PAPER PLATES 
WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN


















Tobacco I Dairy Products
Seven Seas Creamy Bacon
DRESSING
1 /2 or Sliced 29 Or
8 oz
12 or
Carnation Choc Peanut Butter Slender
U. S. Choice
DRINK MIX 
I5 VA prinn": B .
AT-OWEN 'S FOO'D MiKT
*RA
1 ..., 3 TOT ENVELOPES $119 .
IV' \NUMMI Fie meat - win wail KT 17
Owens Best Pit Barbecue
PORK RIBS




































-7-r SAVE 25* .5.
YOU *UT • 10QT SIZE CAN Of.7,9D DU, V OT ENVELOPES o • 
, WITH tons COUPOWPOW.
COUPON elp









251; maistoossitasma-sea ITHED t 1 t'rR.
al n (.With
3/$1®
  11 or.
-  32 or:
Del Monte Cream Style
Or Whole Kernel
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Ruling On Incumbent Councilman To




The state Supreme Court will
peview a ruling by the Ken-





Bill Lyons to run in Tuesday's
primary.
The state'S highest court
said Wednesday it will grant
discretionary review of the
ruling requested by one of the
candidates Lyons defeated in
NOTICE
EFFECTIVE MAY 18th, 1919
Residents of Murray and Calloway County may
 dump
residential garbage free of charge at the city
 owned
landfill IF:
1. There is a city sticker ON the 
VEHICLE or
2. The resident has a current city st
icker receipt
with their drivers license.
TliiRE WILL BE A CHARGE TO ALL INDIVIDUALS DU
M-
PING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TIRES AT 
THE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL.
Nai,lers for hire will be considered Comm
ercial 
• customers regardless of the material being 
dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Committee 
of the City






Court said it did not appear
there would be any
irreparable damage from the
court not acting on the issue
prior to the primary.
It directed tgat both sides
file briefs in the dispute.
The Court of Appeals last
week ordered that Lyons'
name be placed back on the
ballot in the 8th District after
a circuit judge had ordered it
off.
Circuit Judge N. Mitchell
Meade held that Lyons did not
have the.number of signatures
of registered voters required
by state law to make him
eligible as a cangidate.
But the appellate court said
state law did not provide for
contesting the petition prior to
the primary. — -
Lyons' petition had been
challenged by one of his op-
ponents, former Lexington
policeman J.L. Thomas, who
appealed the Court of Appeals
decision to the higher court
The Supreme. Court has the
discretion on whether or not to
review a ruling by the Court of
Appeals.
In accordance with the
Court of Appeals ruling, Lyons
was on the ballot Tuesday anc
was a runaway choice as O.,
top vote-getter, with ac-
countant Fred Brown second
and Thomas third.
Candidates for the Urban
County Council did not run on
party deb;,;nations and the top
two vote-getters in the
primary face each other in the
November general election
Another candidate.
University of Kentucky law
student Jay Asher, whose
petition was disqualified by
Meade at.,the same time as
Lyons' „did not appeal and was
not on the ballot.
Lyons is a political science
instructor at the University of
Kentucky.
Customer's Choice






• Enjoy extra comfort, extra durability and








Twin Size, Each pc. As low as'6r
For comfortable support at lowest cost Quality
innerspring design with insulated sleep surface
.Quilted cover
Full Size, Each pc. As low as
Queen Size, Each pc. As low as
FIRM




Firmer support with rugged innerspring construction
and layers of cushioning for comfort Deluxe
.. quilted cover
Full Size, Each pc. As low as
Queen Size, Each pc. As low as
EXTRA FIRM




For firmest support with hpavy-deity innerspring
construction, extra comfort cushioning plus a
beautiful quilted cover,
- Full Size, Each pc. As low as
- Queen Size, Each pc. As low as
588.00
598.00
See the famous Perfect Sleeper
4- • fra-' 
,
7Y$9, %; - 
• :de n.z-,





A beautiful puff-quilted Ap
ncot damask covers more
Synchroftex coils united to
more_Sertaliner steel




to the marvelous sleeping
comfort with back-
supporting firmness
QUEEN SIZE • KING SIZE
Wass Furniture





11 Quart. No. 355





















































- Hold & Hold & Hold
Non oorosol boo sorry by





































_____,_,__,-r—.„ Valls fleas up to 4 mon
---„;--__ . am aids
 In tick control
Vf 3141\-
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Nylon, Vinyl & Leather
For 2 & 4 Door Cars,
Pick-ups & Bucket Seats
Air Cool Extra






















Fits Most Cars, Full Front,
Twin Front de Twin Rear
Vinyl Mats Also Available
Discount Prices
Zip Wax Car Wash
Powder Concentrate
Adds a turtle wax slime as it washes
Reg. $1.87 Sale
Tool Set of the Week
Buffalo 10 Pc. 3/8" Drive
Deep Socket Set

















Roof Cement in Qts.,






12& 14 guage in




our best aluminum .
paint works on


















Tires, With or Without





Screening replacement kit for windows and
doors. 36" x 96" fiberglass screenwire, in-






;12-%-44 dia, 50'-75'-100' Lengths





In 2 & 4 Lb Bags
$1 37
& Up

















Turtle Wax High Gloss
Cream Car Wax
Sea 30 Minute Formula MOO
simonize No-Buff Liquid 
Ilemomer
Car Wax





Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.














































4500 c, 5500 c, 5600 c
$550°
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STYLIN
Simplest of Basket Holders
'Just place basket handle on holder arm
g tides into position by itself
To remove basket, just pick it up
.Clamps onto at or dock
The Convertible










Freezes 204, oolder than
water ice. keeps pm-
table food chests colikr
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Commuter Plane From Boston
Crashes; Killing 17 Persons
• By PETER SLOCVM
Associated Press Writer
OWLS HEAD, Maine AP)
-- A Downeast Airlines
commuter plane from Boston
crashed near the Maine coast,
killing 17 of. the 18 persons
aboard, authorities said.
Seven bodies were found
late Wednesday and the rest
were discovered early today
in or near the vsreckage, said.
William Reinhardt, a Knox
County deputy sheriff.
Ics---ger, John M.
".McCafferty, 16, of Searsmont,
wis in "serious but stable
condition" at a Rockport
hospital. The youth, who
suffered a broken leg and head
injuries, was shouting for help
as sescuers arrived.
Police and sheriff's deputies
had—wanted
..„tpday, hoping to find survivors
in the muddy, heavily wooded
area where the turboprop
DeHavillarid Twin Otter went
down Wednesday night en
route from Boston to Owls
Head.
The airline was withholding
the names of the passengers
and crew members until the
bodies could be identified and
relatives notified.
Flight 46 carried 16
passengers, a pilot and a co-
pilot on the 45-minute trip
from Boston's Logan Airport.
The Canadian-built aircraft
crashed shortly before 9 p.m.
after the pilot made a routine
request for permission to
divert the flight to Augusta
because Of- poor weather
conditions at Knelt County
Airport in Owls Head, said the
Federal Aviation
Administration.
But the air traffic controller
at Brunswick Naval Air
Station lost radio contact with
_ the pilot at 8:43 p.m.; said
FAA spokesi.ian Mike Cic-
carelli, and "thenext thing we
knew we got word of a crash."
Sheriff Carlton . Thurston
said the plane lost its wing
when it hit a tree on Otter
•
Point and crashed about 400
yards from the beach. Wit-
nesses said the plane crashed
into a large rock and flipped
over unto its back.
Broken bodies protruded
from the wreckage as medical
examiners tried to assess the
carnage. Officials at the scene
radioed for body bags, saying
"we need plenty." A tem-
porary morgue was set up on
the grounds of the Rockport
hospital.
The Knox County Sheriff's
Department said it received
the first report of the crash at
9:13 p.m. and found the
wreckage 25 minutes later.
An investigator from the
National Transportation
Safety Board was scheduled to
1" arrive at the scene today with
FAA representatives.
Downeast is a small air taxi
service headquartered thOwLs
Head, a village just outside
Rockland, a fishing port and





To help Welcome Our New Minister, Bruce
Logue, and His Family To Murray On...
Sunday
June 3, 1979
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.





Governor Feels There Was A Clear
Message In Gubernatorial Primary
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll feels there
was one clear message in
Tuesday's close to the
Democratic gubernatorial
primary race.




Carroll said that while the
candidate he backed lost, the
candidates who centered in on
him for criticism also failed
badly.
-I characterized the candi-
dates in two types, the critics
and the positive ones," Carroll
told newsmen at. an informal
post-primary session in his of-
fice. "The critics were totally
washouts."
Carroll pointed out that
state Auditor George Atkins
was forced to drop out of the
race and .US. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard received only 12
percent of the vote.
Atkins and Hubbard in par-
ticular had attacked the
Carroll administration,
charging it with cronyism,
sweetheart deals and con-
tracts with political friends
and abuse of power.
Carroll backed his former
commerce commissioner
Terry McBrayer, who finished
a distant third behind winner
John Y. Brown, Jr. and
runnerup Harvey Sloane,
"I don't know whether Hub-
bard and Atkins' criticism
damaged the McBrayer cam-
paign or not, but if it did it also
dealt them a devastating
blow," Carroll said.
"I've had my share of mis-
takes and faults and they
probably did hurt Terry to
some extent," Carroll said.
"Do I consider the vote for
McBrayer a referendum of
this administration. I don't
know for certain," Carroll
said. "If it was, I don't un-
derstand."
Carroll said that Brown en-
tering the race in the final nine
weeks "brought a fresh breath
of air to a stale campaign."
Carroll said he feels Brown
can be a strong candidate u,
the November general elec-
tion against former
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn
and a strong governor if he
maintains the level of corn-,
rnitrnent he showed in Cie
primary.
"He committed himself to
the c am pa ign ," Carroll said.
didn't think John would put
forth as much effort as he did.
I was wrong. I thought he
would- treat it like. -her-has--
treated his life in recent years
— lackadaisical.
But he got hungry to win."
Carroll said. do0„ think
any of these of1et-e9r1'didates
were hungry to win and to
convince people they wanted
to be governor.
"He cranked up to the
tempo when he used to sell
encyclopedias and when he
make Kentucky Fried Chicken
a success," Carroll said. "If
he keeps it up he will not only
be an excellent candidate in
November but an excellent
governor."
However, Carroll said the
.,slick media blitz will not be
it the roa
enough in Noi.eiliber arid
Brown will have to develop a
stand on issues after a
primary "that was the most
issueless campaign I can
remember in my life."
"There will definitely be is-
With Levi's get-away gear.
For very littlejack.
This summer, when you
hit the road, you'll probably
pack light. And now you can
pack right ,
With Levi's lt get-
away gear. For very little jack.
In fact, almost half what













sues in November," he said
••You can't run a one-on-one
race without issues. I think
you will find distinguishing
differences developing bet-
ween Brown and Nunn."
, In fact, most of the items deal on the road?
you see here can( be had for Just one way.
less than te,n bucks. Start your trip at Burger





Cap. Or bett Or
wallet. A special
counter display
shows all. And it




_  Like we sa_y,_
for very little.jack
If saving big is your bag,
we'll help you get into gear.
507 North 12th
Murray, Ky.
-Coca and 'Coke Jareeeetatered u•de marks h Went* _
the who product of the .Coeir-Colal Ern-op•Ihr - -
The *aced 'Lee s es • repatered trobe mork GI LEVI STRAUSS 6 Co.
Sanf ramose°. t. 1976. bre Strauss E. Co
91111HHIN
WE'RE GOING OUTOF BUSINESS!
Living Room Bedroom
Dining Room ___Occasional
Reductions Of % to 70%
PURCHASE DISTRICT WAREHOUSE
419 South 4th Murr4
• •
4-





Calloway County High School students who received outstanding student awards in
English, history or social studies Tuesday were (from left, front row) Liz Wojcik, Kim
Weatherford, Denise Rutherford and Dale Finney. (Back .tow) Jack Gray, Lisa Bazzell,
Melissa Brinkley, Julie Miller, Lynn Eldridge and Judy French.
Students pictured received awards for having perfect attendance for the 1978-79
school year.
Also receiving awards in intramurals were (from left)
Regina Cunningham, Lisa Garland, Stacy Miller and Renee
Morrison.
-\: s'..: 
students receiving se-rvice artards as office and guidance workers were (from.
front row) Rhonda Garland, Lori Hale, Donna Swift and Mary Wagoner. (Back row) Kim
Weatherford, Tammy Garland, Debbie Stubblefield and Kim Willis.
Outstanding student \award% in health, physical education or agriculture were
presented to (from left, front row) Marcia Cunningham, Anita Underhill, Ladona Over-
bey and Mitzi McCallon. (Back row) Tripp Furchess, Randy Dawson, Meleah Paschall,
Marty Wyatt and Monica Brown.
MIL
_
Receiving awards in intramurals were (from left, front
row) Mike Garner, Terry Thweatt and Gene Dowdy. (Back












A,......ii - 7/4 15 STORY'S ABOUT
MAN WHO OBJECTED




















( HE'S SUING HIMSEL-.=
PO R MAI-PRACTICE '!
•••,I
Those students who received awards in biology,
algebra or typing were (from left, front row) Regina Cun-
ningham and Denise Rutherford. (Back row) Keith Ford,
Candy Mattox and Angela Manning.




— Bill Cox says he lost the
Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor because
of rival candidte Jim Vernon's
charges that Cox is under in-
vestigation by the FBI.
"I don't think there's any
question about it when you
look at the Fayette County
returns, where the most
media attention was afforded
the allegations," Cox said
Wednesday in a telephone
interview from his campaign
headquarters here.
"I think without question the
constant media attention af-
forded to Vernon and his alle-
gations undermined my cam-
paign. But you pay your quar-
ter and you take your chan-
ces."
Vernon first made the
charge May 1 on statewide
television and repeated it in a
series of press conferences.
Cox countered with a $2.5
million slander suit, which
was filed in Fayette Circuit
Court.
Fayette County indeed
proved pivotal, as Kentucky
Supreme Court Clerk Martha
Layne Collins piled up 10,654
votes enroute to wiqning the
nomination. That wag slightly
there than the combined totals
of her nearest rivals, Todd
Hollenbach and Cox.
Cox awaited returns from 10
Jefferson County precincts
Wednesday afternoon, but vir-
tually conceded the
nomination to Mrs. Collins.
"We don't, at this point, plan
to request any recount," Cox
said. "That's not to say we
might not."
Earlier in the day, Cox said
his staff's count showed him
leading by about 500 votes, al-
though The Associated Press'
returns showed Mrs. Collins
ahead by about 4,300 votes
with all but the 10 Jefferson
County precincts reporting.
"We have since talked to 119
of the 120 county clerks and it
would appear that, going into
Jefferson County, we're
slightly more than 2,000 votes
behind," Cox said. "So I have
called Mrs. Collins and
congratulated her and wished
her well.
"We're now somewhat puz-
zled and confused about a re-
port out of Jefferson County
that there may be as much as
a 1,200-vote error, not coun-
ting the 10 precincts. But we
believe Martha Layne will be
the winner."
Cox said he knew nothing
more about the reported error
and election workers in Louis-
ville said they had received no
such report.
Mrs. Collins, reached at her
Versailles headquarters, said,
"We're sticking with the: AP
tally. We're calling county
clerks and double-checking
everything. We have found no
discrepancy in the AP count."
Tourism
Decreases
SOMERSET, Ky. AP ) —
Cool temperatures are
believed to have held
Memorial Day weekend
tourism below last year's
record numbers in the Lake
Cumberland area, according
to Jess Turpm, executive
director of the Somerset-
Pulaski County Tourist
Commission.
No figures were available,
but Turpin said the nurrffier of
tourists "was down from last'




nu4-fiOs Saturday and Sunday




( lass presidents at CCHS were (from left) Susan Byars,
junior; Donna Swift, sophomore; and Mitzi McCallon,
freshman
Student Council officers at the high school were (from
left) Amanda Dunn, parliamentarian, Mike Rogers, repot-
tet; and Susan Byars, secretary.
li=stsiCLASSIFIEDADS!
..
1. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
INVITATION TO MID
The Calloway County Board of Education is




Supplies and EquipnAppilfor the Music Depart-
ment
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
Board of Education office building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bid-
ders may obtain the necessary forms there.
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Board of
Education office, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, on or before 12:00 Noon, June 28, 1979.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all














The Paducah, Kentucky Ironworkers Joint Ap-
prenticeship Committee, working in cooperation
with Ironworkers Local 0782, Paducah, Kentucky;
the Western Kentucky Construction Association,
Inc.; the Southern Illinois Builders Association; and
the Egyptian Contractors Association, will be ac-
cepting applications for the Ironworkers Ap-
prenticeship Program. Applications will be ac-
cepted from June 1, 1979 through June 15, 1979.





Southern Illinois Builders Association
Lincoln Square Shopping Center
Marion, Illinois
Western Kentucky Construction Assoc.
1930 North 13th Street •
Paducah, Kentucky_
Applicants must obtain the application forms in per-
son during regular office hours, beginning June 1,
1979 through June 15, 1979.
1. Apprenticeship applicants must meet the
following qualifications:
(a) Be at least 18 years of age
(b) Be a high school graduate, or have a GED cer-
tificate
(c) Be physically capable of doing the work of the
trade
2. Apprenticeship applicants must submit the
following records with the application package at
the time of its return:,
(a) Transcript of high school courses and grades
(b) Proof of high school graduation, or GED cer-
tificate
(c) Statement of good health from a doctor •
(d) Proof of age, birth certificate, drivers licen-
se, etc.) I
3. All apprehticeship applicants who meet the above
qualifiptions and have presented the above listedik
information will be notified by mail at their last
known address, of the time and place to appear for
an interview.
SELECTION FOR THE PROGRAM WILL BE
MADE -WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE
OF RACE, CREED, COLOR, SEA, AGE..
RELIGION, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.





June 2, 8 pm at West Ken
lucky Expo Center, Happy
Goodman Family











Rebkah, An Answer to
Prayer," 759-4445:-
REAL OLD fashioned
hickory smoked bar b-d. by
the Shoulder or by the pound
Packaged to go at Big Joe s





Grocery is now open





que, 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hilt-





























*Large. Tired VIlieel Seim-
ding




Complete lies el ear, teed,






5 LOST & FOUND
POUND: A young, black tan
Oog in New Concord district.
I your's call 436-5512 and
aescribe. •
LOST) BLACK and tan
female hound with white
chest. Lost in Keinia Shores.
Call 759-4587 or 436-2316.
LOST: FEMALE cat, white
with black and brown spots,
lost from home on Catalina,
could be injures!. 753-5018.
Reward offered.
LOST: LARGE Calico male
cat in vicinity of Five Points.
Reward offered. 753-8740.
LOST in vicinity of Kenlake:
mixed breed dog, 5 or 6
months old, white, medium
length hair, wearing_white








I wish to thank everyone





BE YOUR own boss this
Summer Earn good money
as an Avon Representative
Fresh air,,, FrAendly people.
Flexible -hours. For details
call Connie White, 753 5750. 
CASHIER AT Archwai.
Quick Stop food shop. Apply
in person. Highway 641
North.
DRAFTSMAN. IM -
MEDIATE opening for ex
perienced draftsman -
technician for civil
structural and land sur-
veying projects. 1 to 3 years
experience --14K.,...irect. Will
consider summer 'em
ployment. Submit resume to
Jean Fleming, Ted F.
Billington, .Consulting




badysit with infant in our
home, 5 dais a week, 8 am
?44 4Ø4. Ca4,54,89 2742. 
WANTED. MEN and women
between ages of 16 and 23, no
experience required. Job
title Forestry Aid, housing
and meals furnished at
reasonable rates. For in-
formation contact your local
county employment office,








downtown area Income off
5225 a month for only $17,500








We've Got the Shield
for You
beak !Wu L Dewy Miss
210 E. Reim 753-0411/
HELP WANTED
Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
best party plan program anywhere. Our
guaranteed line of toys, gifts and super
Hostess Program makes it easy for you to
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or






13. SALE OR TRADE
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS for
sale Frigiclare Frost free
refrigerator freezer, $175;
Burris green vinyl recliner,
$50. J C Penney ladies 10.
speed bicycle, $50, three
shelf bookcase with glass
doors, $25: two large whiskey
barrels, $8 ear. used golf
clubs, bag and hand cart,
$50, 8 X 10 brown braided




and ottoman. Slip coy
good condition. Mrs. M.G.-
Carman, 7 53 1552.
It. FARM EQUIP.  _
CASE 830, 1968 MODEL, A 1
condition, 3 pt , one owner,
53500. Phone 4192 8425 after 5
pm_
CASE 995, 1976 MODEL. 522
hours, three 4 inch plow,
front end loader with
hydraulics. All in new con
dition. Tractor. $8750; plow:
$800; 'loader: $1800; or
110.500 for all. 492:8586.
20. SPOR TIEGUIP. -
14 ,FOOT LOWIE Line 48"
bottom 28 hp Mariner motor,
Apache trailer. Silver Troll
trolling motor, all life jackets
and equipment included.
Used less than 5 hours.
Phone 492 8425.
FOR SALE or trade._ tor a8
Chevelle, Camaro, Charger.
A 1974 Olds Twined°, lull
Power, tilt wheel, AM.FM
stereo. Call 759-1203 after
om.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
I
Want To Buy • One
bookcase of good stur-
dy wood and one good
desk with at least 2 side
drawers. Call 753-6173
after 5 and ask for
Sherry.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 521-
1315.
ROLL AWAY bed Call 489
2118.
WANTED TO buy. standing
timber, top prices paid. 489-
233.4
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
22. MUSICAL
MUST SELL! 74floor model
organs, (new warrenty),
before new shipment arrives,
our special deal to yOu - we
make down payment, you
make the small monthly •
payments as low as $15 per









Sales, Parts and Service. 442-
9396.
IL TV-RADIO
COLORED T.V. tgr sale
Magnavox  Call /59-1925. 
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
Party to take up payments on
25" color t.v. J & B Music,
753-7575.
27, MOB. HOME SALES
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 50
Ramada, located at Riveria
Courts. Natural gas, air,
underpinned, completely
atuf rnris6hpecln; S3300. Call 436-2430te
THREE BEDR0040








conditioned, natural gas heat
and stove. Excellent con
dition. Can be seen at 0 4
Fox Meadows Best otter.
Please call 753 7730 (home),
753-2400 (work). 
12 X 55 MOBILrei0Meand
lot, (100 )I 200) set up. $5500.
Call 7518851 after 5 m.
M. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent.








Ideal for storing house
Li of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc., Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
37. LIVESTOCK•SUPP. 
HALF HORSE, half pony.
Stand% TT hands, extremely
well trained.. Call .753-0224




DOBERMAN STUD service,474-8805.  Daniel's Blue Caesar,31. WANT TO RENT  champion pedigree-AK C.
753 3277 after 5 pm. 
DOBERMAN, GOOD
bloodline Call from 9 till 1,
753 3027
LOCAL FAMILY with one
Child and 2 cats would like to
rent 3 bedroom house in
Murray or Southwest School
district Please call after 6
pm, 753 8002 Can give
references if required
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT AND sleeping
room for rent, close to
University. 753.4140 or 436
2411.
APARTMENT FOR rent,
fully furnished, lots of closet
space, cablevision, convient




Drive. Couple preferred., 2




$200 deposit required. N
pets! 753 0291





GREAT DANE puppies, AK-
C, 9 weeks, $75. Also
available Labrador









• Shepherd, white mate West
Hyblander Terrier. Papers
with each; Call 753-1593.
bedroom_ apartments, ad- 
2150. Call 70 8056.ioining University, 1303
Chestnut Phone 753-5101. 41. PUBLIC SALES
FURNISHED. BIG 4 PARTY yard sale!
UNFURNI SH-E 0.. One Lamps, toys, furniture, good
bedroom, very close to children's clothes, from one
University campus. Call 753- veto. up. Friday and
8742 after S pm. Saturday from' 7.30 to 6, at
805 5 9th.St.ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment for rent. Located
near campus on corner of
Olive and 16th Street, Rental






native stone Will deliver.
Call after 7 pm, (501) 448-
3764.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753 3321.
CHEST TYPE old drink box,
good condition, $75. Call 753-
8854 after 5 pm.
EXTERIOR PAINT, regular
$12.99 now $8.99 Interior
paint, regular $9 99 now
$7.99, also our best exterior
latex A-100, regular $1499
now only $10.99 Sherwin
Williams, 753.3321
__FLATBED TANDEM trailer
with ramps, 20ft. long, 7 ft 6
inches wide. Phone 753 1261
after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE White French
)Pj.evincial bedroom suite
With canopy bed, box springs
and mattress, double dresser
with mirror, and bookcase
hutch, 7 years old, 5350, 1960
Chevrolet pickup, good
motor, $150. Hide a bed sofa,
$20. maple coffee and end
tables, $20, Old metal bed
frame, $10. Call 753-8724.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
9104 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS-
30" GAS RANGE, excellent
condition, ii? years old, $100.
Also would like to buy girl's
) 20 24 inch bicycle Call 753
FOR SALE: 200 yards of
clack fired tobacco plants.
Ready ttlet. Cali 435 4472.
FOR ,SALE: oak arm -chair
school desk, adult size. Make
nice phone stands, children's
desk, or Sunday School
chairs. 13.50 each, cheaper in
quantities. Paris Landing
Country Store, just off 79 on
Highway 119. Phone 642 8119
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants.
discontinued paint, in StOck
wallpaper, discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. Wed°
Custom picture framing
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321 •
WORMS, RED worms, Noe
crawlers, Rex's Worm
Farm, frvan Cobb Road.
Highway 732 Phone 436 5894
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
50 per cent off Also 5 lines of
wallpaper, 25 per cent off
seprwm w.rt'arer, 753 3321
CARPORT SALE, 1616 Loch
Lomond. June 151 and 2nd. 10
am till 6 pm. Tool; electric
corn popper; lots of other
items
CARPORT SALE! Color t.v.,
appliances, baby clothes and
equipment, much More!
Friday and Saturday, B till 433. ROOMS FOR RENT  at 1604 Sunset Drive,
SLEEPING ROOMS. Newly FRIDAY, TWO family yardredecorated, one block from sale. Toys, furniture anUniversity, $70 per month, miques, linens, hats, and
!Tholes furnished) Call 759- clothing.  719 Poplar. 49090r 7S3-1812. 
GARAGE SALE! Moving,34.. HOUSES FOR RENT  Bargains galore Womens
TWO BEDROOM un and meni clothes, odds and
furnished house for- rent, ends, 8 hp electric start
tOca
753-3582
steed2 near hospitol. Coll Murray riding mower Time
8 to 5, Saturday, June 2
,Place 800 block South 9th








Road, Friday from ,8
a..rn. to 5 p.m. Three





Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.






Floored and ready."Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices cittoges. mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U
BUILD pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Oesed From 
r 60 Buy the best for less. 
Fri.
S p.m. hl Sen. 2 p.m.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday June 1-2. 7 to 4 at
526 South 7th, Murray. 
GARAGE AND Moving sale.
Wood burning stove, oak
desk, ping pong table, clothes
of every size, plus lots morel
Friday and Saturday B am
till 7, 300 South Fifth.
MOVING GARAGE sale 
Saturday June 2nd from 8 till









TWO FAMILY yard sale on
North 4th Extended, across
from Sager Glove, Friday.




THREE PARTY yard saleat
1704 West Olive, Saturday,
June 2nd, 8 am till 5 pm
Items for all ages bed
clothes, some antiques,
clothing, including bibbed
overalls, toys, books, new
quilts, crochet and macrame
items.
THREE PARTY yard sale!
600 South 9th, Saturday, June
2nd. Starts at 7 am.S.400d
children's and -women's
clothttlii. odds and ends.
Incase of rails s--aTe will be
cancelled.
YARD SALE, Saturday,







Jars. clothes;- ping pong
table, flower pots; two 12"
Woofer__ Realistic speakers
with 5" accirstic suspension
speakers; Fiberglass boat
with motor; many other
items. Thursday and Friday,
9 4, Saturday 9-12. Incase of
rain postponed one week. 
YARD SALE! Saturday,
June 2 at 722 Fairlane.'
Furniture, clothing; un-
derpinning for mobile home;
and missellaneous items. 
YARD SALE! Moving
y thing must •gsc 330.
South 8th Street, Thursday
and Friday. 
YARD stfve, all_ day
Saturday 'at •1627 Loch
Lomond
et REAL ESTATE
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake.
'600 feet of lake frohtage, 4
coves, dam side of Johnothan
Creek:- Easy access from
Benton Aurora area The
number to develope resorts.
same cove. Call (502) 247
5132 Of (5021 247 5079. Priced
at i40.000. ,
13.EAUTIFUL subdivtsion
already I platted for
development this spring. All
lots are large.. most are
approximately an acre. Lots
-suitable for various types of
homes Complete subdivision
encompasses 49 acres m 1 36
lots to be sold for only
535,000 Call 753 1492 or
Brenda at 753 8221 . offered





home with 2 stories
and 9 rooms. Lovely




for all the details on
this new baby.
COUNTRY LIVING at Os
hest in this older home on
irvan Cobb Road • The home
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, dining room and
bath The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
spot. apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor. Good well 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only $113,500 The








Professional Se, it CN
With The Vrith01,1 Touch'
BRAND NEW . . . 4
bedrm., 2"i bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many distinc-
tive features including
fireplace w/heatolatb-
r, wet bar, compactor,
plush carpeting,
sewing/hobby rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage w/paved
drive. Call & See This
Today. Boyd Majors




Here's your answer! 2
bedroom brick with gas
heat. basement close to
downtown and







Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
Your boat from your
house. site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area of _the: .lake.
Financing available.
John C. Neubauer,









Just listed, older cabin
one mile from Kehlake
State Park on private




IT'S IN" to be "OUT"!
Healthy air and quiet
Surroundings can be yours by




acre lot with 3 stall barn for
-those horses, you've always
wanted Get Oct of the city
and enjoy country
living,, call 753 1492 and
us show you more about this





Put your family in this
attractive 3 bedroom
-home just listed with
Kopperud Realty. A
covered breezeway
connects the house and
garage, and the
backyard is fenced for
your convenience.
This home is located
on a quiet residential
street and is priced at
only $37,500. Call today
for an appointment.
Phone 753-1222 for all
the information
SPECIAL on CRAIG _
Car & Nome
Stereo's
For Grad's and Dad's
Installation Available
"Authorized Soles & Service"
World of Sound




At Money Saving Prices
Installation Available
World of Sound





With The Friendly Tavel"
DESIGNED FOR NAPPY LIVING
Tastefully decorated throughout, this 3 BR., 11
bath By., will please you - large kitchen-family
rm., living rm. newly carpeted and painted, _
draperies includsd. In quiet neighborhood, good
residential area. Professionally landscaped. ,
842,500.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Select A Newly Listed Home From Our Spring Showcase
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"
WHAT YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED IN A NOME
Excellent location, 4 BR., 2 baths, study, dining
rm., fireplace, fenced in back yard. Central gas
heat, central electric AC - extra storage. all thisand many more extras make this a home you
must see!
PERFECT HARMONY
• Good looks and good living go hand-in-hand when
a home is designed & planned w/lots of thought &
consideration! Exquisitely decorated w/top
_quality carpet, co-ordinated wall paper &
drapes.. absolutely nothing to do but move_ in dr




Beat the high cost of travel, the gasoline shor-
tage. Enjoy your own lake front home with sen-
sational view, private boat dock. Two-bedroom










"Do ess Where Business Is Being Done"
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. REAL ESTATE
Prureasaana I Seri, ii en
With The Fnendb Town
SELLER SAYS SELL
- Comme ial or
residen I tits - 1
be eat -full
ent lot
124' x It. • on
South .t Street.
PricedM the Mid sliNs.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area. Phone and"elec.





balance at less than








South 121h at Sy camorit
Tr LEPHonit 7531w
3 bedroom BV home
located at 1610
Belmonte. Has built-in






good location. Priced at 9 per
cent return on gross with no-
leverage Brokers protected





L 753 8080 
itt, 'I lit. r rendls I out
A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs -
New and lovely -
Secluded 2 bedroom





carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over For
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,




fhs de Court Squa't'
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front 1
overlooking th
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass en-
closed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of





provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an ap-










Un.1e0 Feetwe S,nd./.1. on
NICE OLDER home in New
Provideoce plus 50 X 20
buitcling fownost any use.
Home includes 4 bedrooms,
?living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
. sits on 34 acre lot and
-*wilding across street also
sits on 'A acre lot. Home
seperate is $18,750, - building
is S15,000. Both together,






14.1060.1 & Mee eills.pines 751-3143 or 
an IN aNdwees. Ihnory PIA& Sondes.
NORNIHICKLE BARBER SHOP
IP
Closed All Day Wed.




• Fill., I Pump
• SI••1 bracing
Sun dock
• Lily Pad Skim,,,.,
• Hiatiey Gaug• Vinyl Liner,
• Pool L•dttor
• Safety Fiinc• Stairs
I PENGUIN POOLS
























It '411 474-2488 47.1-1713
allots Terre
5 Acres! A garden
spot, fruit trees, a
place for horses or
COWS°, extra storage
area and yes there's a
lovely custom built 3












fers will be con-
sidered.
OLDER HOME!!!
Older part of town.
Lots of Imo, great
candidate for
remodeling. Could
also be converted to
high return income
producing property.
For your new tax
shelter or remodeling




SUMMERTIME ,J.. - OUR FAVOR.
1TE ̀ TIME OF THE- YEAR."
43. REAL,ESTATE 
Interested in owning your own
cleanup shop plus 2, two
bedroom apartments on 1'1
acre lot in city limits of





392 N. 12th St.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER . brick home
near highschool. Carpeted
throughout, entrance hall, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, family room with
fireplace, kitchen with built
in range, disposal, dish-
washer, utility room with
built ins, attic storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and central air. Low utilities.
Priced in $60's. By ap-
pointment only, 1715 Holiday
Drive, 753-5492.
DELUXE NEW.4 bedroom,
21/2 bath home in 
Canterbury.
Priced to sell. Call 753.3903
for further information. •
COUNTRY HOME, 2
bedrooms, 2.3 acres, reduced
to S12„900. Call 416.2516. 
FOUR BEDROOM, 3 bath
.hoUse for sale in Canterbury,
'by owner. Call 753,7223., 
FOUR BEDROOM brick
home, family room with
fireplace and wet bar, double
garage, intercom, central
vacuum system, 150 X 150 tot
with many trees. $48,500
firm. Call 753.2286 after 5 pm. 
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For. more details call
753.5167. 
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built.in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets. Low $60's
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592.. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098. 
TWO BEDROOM house on
one acre lot, full basement,
1/2 miles east of Almo. Call




$300. call 753-1946. 
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX. Call
753 9342.
49. USED CARS 
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
Mark Ill, loaded with
equipment and in 900d
condition, $2000. Phone 354,
6691.
1 
1972 Chewy Impala in
good condition. Call
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Myst sell.
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
excellent body and interior
needs motor. 1967 Ford
custom 500, fair condition.
Call 753.7527. 
1974 CAMARO LT, loaded,
$3350. Call 753.9834 after
Pm. 
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.
DUNE BUGGY for sale. Call
753-9342.
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford Gran
Torino, power steering,
brakes, and air, good gas
mileage, good conditiOn.
Phone Puryear, (901) 247-
5542 after 5 pm.. 
1978 FORD BRONCO XLT,
new 'radial tires and white





condition, must sell. Will
take0502$1100 or best offer. CallI
1969 FORD LTD, air, power,
iOw mileage, $475. Call 436-
5,574. 
JAGUAR, 1969, TYPE E,
excellent condition, not just a
car • it's an investment.
Serious inquires only. Call
753-0187 for appointment. 
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, $1950 Phone
35.4.6217. 
1974 MONZE CARLO,
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con,
dit ion. Phone 753-0905. ° 
1970 ROVER, MADE by
British Leyland. V8, '4 mpg.




fully loaded, power and air,
asking $2650. Calf 1-247-5765
after 5 pm. - 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1977 CJ -5 RENEGADE,
excellent condition, headers,
AM-FM cassette, many
extras. Call 767.2451. 
pickup, 
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
390 motor,
automatic, price $1100. Call
7539957 after 6 pm 
1969 FORD WINDOW van,
67,000 miles, new tires, body
fair condition, $11500. Call
753.96.51: - 
FOR SALE: 1977 four wheel
drive Chevrolet. Full power
and air, long wheel base
22,000 actual miles. Call 489-
2200. 
54 L600, SIDES, GOOD bed,
good mechanically, has
dump bed, $900. Call 753-5463
or 753-0144.
1973 SIX CYLINDER,
Chevrolet 1 2 ton truck with




Camper all camping gear
included, good condition.
5400. Call 436-2430 after 6 pm. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
14' ALUMINUM FISHING
boat with- 23 hp Jopnsore
motor and trailer. Also 1968
Dodge step van. Call 7&JI-9686
or see at 804 N 17th Street. 
18' ALUMNICR4FT; V8
engine, 250 hp: $1400. Call
753-6593. • 
16' DUAL, RUNABOUT, 65 hp
Johnson; tilt trailer, perfect
condition, S1195. Call 753.
ooed. 
14' EBBTIDE BOAT, 20 hp
John Elect live well, trolling
motor, trailer, like new. Call
437 4269 after 6 pm.
We Install And
Service EveCar g NomeWe Sell AtStereo's ,e Stereo's
World of Sound
222 So. 126 753-5865
Better Boy-Jet Star-German (Pink)
Tomatoes












New Shipment Of Shrubs Just Arrived!
Also Have: Hanging Baskets, House Plants, Cactus,
Bedding Plants.
Closed %min end Motuley 101-782-3406
HUTCHENS PLANT FARM
Located 6't miles West of Hazel. Ky Turn west at State Line Rd in
Hazel, go 5I.T. miles, turn left go 1 mile
n. BOATS & MOTORS
13 FOOT Wildflower
sailboat. Sales, spinaker,
hull needs work, $100, 436
2603 
FOR SALE: Nice 16'
Fiberglass Runabout,' 75
horse Evinrude, and trailer.
Ready to go. S700. 753.4530. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,





tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442-9396. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son•
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362.4895. 
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753,5808 or 753-5706. 
BU-SlICTGGING, 'ROOF
repair and new roofieg,
building tear downs, sum.
merize houses, trailer roof
-coating, if you need. It we'll,.
probally do it. Experienced
and' guarenteed work. 753-
2418 between 8 am and 9 pm. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete iobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
COMPARE AND save on




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning753.5827. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




realistic prices. Call for free
estimates, 753-9987 after 4.30
Pm. '7 
CARPENTERS FRAMING




areas white rocked and




DO* ..YOU need Stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436.2510. 
FINCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753-6123. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753.2310 for free estIlanates. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
WILL give guitar lessons in
my home. Call 753-3686. 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
Patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753.1537.. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 7534203. 
WILL PLOW and disk
gardths. 753-1973 or 753-3413,
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753 1873. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
'fibs a speciality, also pat
ching and seal coating. 753
1517. 
MOWING AND LAWN Care
for the summer. By ap-
dointment. Call 753.6912 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753.4545. 
WET BASEMENT? "We
make wet basements .dry,
work completely guarenteed ,
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co.,, Route 2, Box
.409A, Paclue•fl,,,,K ̀I 42001, or -





53. SERVICES OFFERED 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753-9600. 
WILL WASH and wax your
cars vans, at your home. For
appointment call 753 3728, 7
to 9 am ore to 10 pm. 
WILL MOW lawns. Call 753
3697.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home Infants and up
References. Part time or full
time Located between
Kirksey and Murray Safe
play area. 489,2771. 
WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in pickup truck 753
57. WANTED 
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, S4.50 for $1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965-69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118. 
WAN T.E0r PERSON'itc.
for 3 al i Wren, age5-139.
weekdays beginning im
mediately. Your home or
__ours. Call 762 4288 (days), or
753-9981, 753 0122 (ev
venings). 
WANTED: FEMALE
roommate to share nice 2
bedroom, furnished apart
ment. For more information
call 70-1216.
FOR SALE
Small Mouse 13'06' with I balroom, loath, het 
wader heater.
Reasonable has to he moist
Phone 753-5865 Days
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
Good tree care
IS TFIE ANSWER. -
Beautiful shade trees are the result of a good tree care pro-
gram. This includes nutrition, water, pruning and insect Control
Good nutrition for trees is important. Deficiencies cause yellow
leaves and tired sap,
Your professional tree care firm is now
injecting trees with STEMIX," This is a
high potency, multi-nutrient booster shot
for trees that is placed in the tree's sap
stream. No drilling is needed. Environ-
mentally safe.
Call your qualified tree care firm today.
He will plan a tree care program for your
trees that includes STEMIX It's the one
product that brings on the green leaves
mile Irons -
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL INC.




Large 3 bedroom brick veneer home in one of our
better residential sections on a beautiful lan-
dscaped lot, 1719 Magnolia, near University,
High School, and Elementary School. Features
foyer, sunken den with fireplace & chimney, nice
living room, large bedrooms, 2 baths, corn-...
bination kitchen and dining area, all appliances
included except refrigerator. Washer and dryer
go with utility room. This just may be the home
you are looking for. Call today for a showing. It




WE HAVE A HOME IN YOUR RANGE AT KOPPERUID REALTY
RATE THIS ONE
"GP" FOR "GREAT PRICE"
Put your family in this attractive 3 bedroom
home just listed with Kopperud Realty. A
covered breezeway connects the house and
garage, and the backyard is fenced for your con-
venience. This home is located on a quiet
residential street and is priced at only $37,500.00.
Call today for an appointment.
THE PERFECT SETTING
Elegant home on ispLy beautiful wooded lotso
only 2 miles fro }Whiits. Three bedrooms, 2
baths, den with treplace, large family room in
basement and much more.
A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
Older cabin I mile from Kenlake State Park on
private 150 x 260 wooded lot. Only $9,500..
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Four bedroom, tri-level home with lots of
features and lots of room. Nine closets, large
rooms including 25x12 family room with
fireplace, central gas heat, solid construction,
and lovely landscaping. Priced realistically-low
50's.
FOUR BEDROOM HOME
Older renovated home fresh on the market. Full
basement with wood burning stove and workshop






SLIP INTO SOMETHING COMFORTABLE
Located near the University, this 3 bedroom
home has alot to offer! Central gas heat, fenced
backyard, large metal outside storage building,
concrete patio and reasonably priced. Only
$23,500. Phone us today for friendly, courteous
service.
CANTERBURY ESTATES
Extremely attractive 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
with lots of nice4 it for comfortable, con-
venient family li n with fireplace, central
gas heat, fenced backyard. 2-car garage with




Can be yours today! This choice listing reflects
a new attitude toward comfortable, convenient
family living with special emphasis on energy con-
servation. Tri-level 3 bedroom, 2,1 bath home has
many quality features. Why not give us a chance to
describe them to you. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. Look for our new signs-everywhere!
LOVE AT FIRST SITE
Yes, you'll fall in love when you see this home
in Canterbury Estates. This home features 3
bedrooms, 2Lt baths, 2 car garage, redwood deck,
covered concrete patio, and cedar fenced rear yard
for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen this one.




,r red. white and blur for sale sign reflw Is our lot al and
nahima , 'home buyers and sellers ir .ilsri stands for total pro-
1144414inal Rear !joie Service. at-rose the strew end aLross the Lountrv But usg
or selling ivve it to yourself to gee the Homes for Living Oros it's




DREAMS DO COME TRUE
This is what you'll say when you see this
beautifulhrick with all the pleasant features you
would expect in an elegant home. This home has
4 bedrooms, 3 baths plus a sewing or hobby
room. Heat pumps for economical heating and
cooling. Nicely decorated and located on a large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
A LOT FOR A LITTLE
Lots of home for the money on this attractive
home. Two story home has 3 or 4 bedrooms and
located on lovely tree shaded lot. Only $42,500.
LAKE LIVIN'
Panorama Shores home with 2 stories and 9











Dies At His Home
The Rev. D. W. Billington,
long time Baptist minister,
died Wednesday about 11:55
p.m. at his home in Cadiz. He
was 87 years of age.
The deceased started
preaching in 1923 at Owens
Chapel Church in Calloway
County, and had served
churches in Calloway, Lyon,
and Trigg Counties in Ken-
tucky and Henry and Stewart
Counties in Tennessee. Other
long time paskt.arales irk
Calloway County were at
Scott's Grove and New Mt.
Carmel churches.
Rev. Billington was born
March 28, 1892, and was the
son of the late Jim Billington
and Maggie Kelly Billington
Survivors include, his wife,
Mrs. Edna Foshee Billington,
one step daughter, Mrs. Irene
Coleman, and one step son,
Tommy Foshee, all of Cadiz;
two sons, Guy Billington and
Owen Billington, both of
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Maude Cook and Mrs. Sallie
Williams, both of Murray;
three brothers. Calvin and




survive who are Mrs. Virgil
(Anna Ruth) Harris, Bob
Billington, Ted Billington, and
Mrs. Dan (Mary) Shipley, all
of Murray, Oury Glenn
Billington, Little Rock, Ark.,
Mrs. Don_ (Martha) Huie,
Arkansas, and Mrs. Don
(Linda) Lee, Louisville. He is
also survived by three step
grandchildren, and several
great grandchildren.
The funeral and burial
services will be announced
later. The Goodwin Funeral
Home of Cadiz and the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray will have charge of
the services.
Film To Be Shown
At Church Saturday
The Return and the
Revelation" will be the film to
be shown at the Christian
Fellowship Church, Brien-
sburg, on Saturday, June 2, at
7:30 p.rik
This film is based on Hal
Lindsey's The Late Great
Planet Earth and There's A
New World Coming.
No admission will be
charged and the public is
invited, said a church
spokesman.
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Deaths And Funerals
Mrs. Willoughby Is
Dead At Age Of 68
Funeral Is Friday
For Mrs. Phillips
The funeral for Mrs. Pearl
Phillips will be held Friday at
2 p.m. at the chapel. of the Mrs. Curtis (Pauline)
Blalock-Colernan Funeral Willoughby of Murray Route 5
Home with, the Rev. Dr. died Wednesday at 11:05 p.m.
Jerrell White officiatirl and at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist. County Hospital. She was 68
Banal will follow in the years of age.
Murray City Cemetery. The deceased was a
Visitation will be from 7 to 9 member of the New Mt.
p.m. tonight ( Thursday) at the Carmel Baptist Church. Born
furieral home. June 17, MO, in Calloway
Mrs. Phillips, 80, formerly County, she was he daughter
of Murray, died Tuesday at of the late Graves Williams
11:30 a.m. at the Fairborn and Jessie Christenberry
Hospital, Fairborn, Ohio. She Williams.
-was a member of thC Maple Mrs. Willoughby is survived
Heights Baptist Church, by her husband, Curtis
Fairborn. Born Dec. =, 1890, Willoughby, to whom she was
in Tennessee, she was the married Dec. 7, 1947; one
daughter of the late Thomas—'sister, Mrs. Jinn (Kathrinet-
Samuel Ham and Jaressa Barlow, Detroit, Mich.; two
Jane Ham. brothers, Graves William,
Survivors include one son, Detroit, Mich., and J. D.
Gordon Phillips, Fairborn, Williams, Hazel Route 2;
Ohio, and two grandsons, several nieces and nephews.
Michael Phillips of Van Nuys, The funeral services will be
Calif., and Mark Phillips of held at the chapel of the
Fort Rucker, Ala. ..Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the time and day to
be announced. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.





Lester A. Wilson, Sr.,
Dunlap Street, Paris, Tenn.,
died at 12:10 a.m. at the
Carroll County General
Hospital, Huntington, Tenn.
He was 71 years.
The deceased was a retired
construction welder, and a
member of the Maplewood
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.
Born Nov. 8, 1907, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Bert F. Wilson and
Minnie Sykes Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Verdaine Cope
Wilson, to %%,,hom he was




Valentine, and one son, Lester_
A. Wilson, Jr., both of Paris,
Tenn.; four grandchildren, -
Marsha Honea, Bill Wilson,
Melinda wilson, and Chris
Wilson.
Services will be held Friday
at 11 a.m. at the graveside at
the Hazel City Cemetery with






A yard sale, sponsored by
the Deward's Chapel Pen-
tecostal Church, will be held
Friday and Saturday, June 1







for a new color T.V., Stereo,
Microwave Oven or an Organ?









Friday, June 1, 1979
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
GREATEST HOME ENTERTAINMENT
SALE IN THE WORLD
Terms of Sale:
No dealers-No delivery-No lay-aways-All Sales Final-No
holds - Financing Available.
$100,000 Worth of Merchandise To Sell
No we're not crazy, company gives us a free trip for
selling this merchandise.
traewertiMSfavv4-telaes .41 6,1“, Civre*n Ovr.of




To Be Held Friday
Word has been received of
the death of Russell (Bub)
Gibbs of Florence, Ala., who
died Wednesday at 7:15 p.m.
at a hospital there: He was 65
years of age.
Mr. Gibbs is survived by his
wife, Mrs; Cora Gibbs,
Florence, Ala.; one daughter,
Joyce of Michigan; three half
sisters, Mrs Rob. (Mary)
Lamb, Murray-, --'and Mrs.
Kenny (Lena) Wilkins and
Mrs. Hattie Lee Hargrove,,
both of Michigan; sev,0.1
nieces and tieptiewg" in
Calloway County.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 3:30 via_ at the
chapel of the Morrison-Elkins
Funeral Home, Florence, Ala.
Car Wash Planned
Here On Saturday
A car wash will be held by
the Coldwater _United-
Methodist Youth Fellowship
on Saturday, June 2, at Ross
.Standard Station, 15th and
Main Streets, Murray.
'Hours of the wash will be




A new film, -Shiokari
Pass," from the producers of
The Hiding Place, will be
shown at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church, Highway 94
'East, on Sunday, June 3, at
7:30 p.m.
The film, filmed entirely in
Japan with a Japanese cast
and crew, is based on the
international best seller by
Ayako Miura, of the story of
the love of a young couple at
the turn of the century.
The Rev. Calvin C. Wilkins,
church pastor, extends an
invitation to each member of
the community to attend this
special showing. There will be
no admission charge.
The church will hold regular
services on Sunday with
Sunday School at 10 a.m.,
worship at 11 a.m. and 6:45
p.m., and Church Training at 6




The Vacation Bible School
will be held at the First
Baptist Church starting
Monday, June 4,. and con-
tinuing' through Friday, June
8.
Classes for 4 year olds
through high school will be
heldlrom 9 a.m. to 12 noon
each day. The nursery will be
open. .
Preparation Day will be
held Saturday, June 2„ at 10
a.m.
All children in the corn-
inunity are invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.
THE REV. BOBBY RICH
will be the evangelist at the
revival services to be held it
the Calvary Temple Pen-
Jecostal Chimeir of God,-U. 
Highway 641 South, on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday, and
Monday, June 1 to 4. Services
Will-We' at 7:30 each evening
and alto at 11 a.m. on Sunday.
Rev. Rich, Posey County,
Ind., is an evangelist ansk also
a gospel singer, and has been
in this work since he was the
age of 22. He and his wife,
Rebecca. have two children,
Faith and Derek. The public is
invited to attend, according to




Church Of Christ Names
Logue As New Minister
Bruce Logue, formerly of
Winona, Minn., will officially
begin his work at minister of
the University Church of
Christ on Sunday, June 3. He
was born in Little Rock, Ark.,
in 1947 and grew up in that
city.
The new minister received
the B.A. degree from Harding
College, Searcy, Ark., in 1969.
His major was Bible and his
minor was Biblical
Languages. He received the
MS. degree in Counseling
from Winona State University,
Winona, Minn., in 1978.
Logue's first full time work
was with tht_IVinn.Sb°r°' LA"
Church of Christ from July'
1969 to February, 1970. He
-*rved as youth minister and
There will be a concrete
pour on the Cairo-Wickliffe/
Bridge from 8 a.m. Friday.
June 1, to 8 a.m. Saturday.
June 2, according to a





Pat Kejlh Ross, 25, Route 1,
De*iepç was arrested Wed-
ne y by -the Calloway.
rebunty Sheriff's Department
' and charged with illegally
manufacturing marijuana,
according to a department
spokeman.
Ross was placed in tht
Calloway County Jail and
bond was set at $1,000, he
spokesman said. He added





be held Sunday, June 3.- at the
Ledbetter Baptist Church
Sunday School will be at
a.m. and worship will be at 11
a.m. with the plStor, the Rev.
Howard Copeland, as the
speaker.
A basket dinner will be
served at noonifollowe-d
singing inthe afternoon
Donations for the upkeep of
the cemetery will be taken:
. Any one unable to attend may
mail their donations te Clinton





The annual 'borne( °mai -
and memorial day services
will be held Sunday, June 3, at
the 'Coles Camp Gr;,.und
United Methodist Church 1
ediicatfOnal director of the
M dowbrook Church of
, rist, Jackson, Miss., from
February 1970 to December
1972. From January 1973 to the
present, he was worked with
the Kramer Drive Church of
Christ, in Winona.
Logue. is a member of the
Kiwanis. _ Club and the
American Personnel and
Guidance Association. He has
done extensive work in the
area of family counseling with
special emphasis
marriage counseling.
The minister is married to
the former Beverly Holeman
who grew up in Kenosha.
on
liFC CINDY L WILLIAMS,
nerving with the Air Force at
Fort Bragg, N. O., has been
presented a certificate of
recognition for selection as an
XVIII Aiborne Corps and Fort
Bragg Distinguished soldier
for the month of March 1979 by
Lt. Gen. Volney F. Warner.
She is in the .parachute
division at Fort Fltagg. A
graduate of Calloway County Term:
High School In the 'cWoT
1977, she volunteered for the (182 Days)
Air Force leaving here Jan. 9,
1978, and taking her first
training in South Carolina. She
Sunday School will be at the granddaughter of
a.m., and tbe morning wor- Charles and Bertha Rose of
HARDINSBURG, Ky. (AP
— No injuries were reported
when a tornado touched down
about four miles west of here
and destroyed a mobile home
and knocked over several
trees and power lines.
The twister touched down at
about 6:15 p.m. EDT Wed-
nesday, said Hardinsburg
assistant Fire Chief Carlos
Matthews.
Matthews said the reside
of the mobile home -were ble
to get to a basement ne door
before it hit." , -
Bobby Shadier a dispat-
cher with the reckinridge
Wisc., and Louisville. She
attended Harding College with
a psychology-sociol'ogy major.
While at Harding, she was
active in numerous musical
groups. The Logues have two
children, Angela, age 9, and
Jonathan, age 6.
Logue is the fifth minister to
serve the University Church.
Previous ministers include
Ernest Clevenger, Paul
Hodges, Hollis Miller, and
Kenneth Hoover. The church
has been without a regular
minister since July of 1978.
Bible classes for all ages are
conducted each Sunday at 9:30
jun. Worship seetrtees ttr.e. £ounty,.ol3erjff s office, said
conducted at 10:30 a.m. and 6 the rfibbile- me Was picked
p.m. The University Church up by ti4 force and "landed
extends a cordial invitation to righ , 'on the road. It was
the community to help hloeked f or a couple of hours."
welcome the 1,og ues to said a nearby barn was
Murray, a spokesman said,:' damaged and several cows





reports of the twister but could
add few details. A spokesman
said troopers were dispatched
to the scene on U.S. 60.
The National Weather
Service issued a tornado




Federal-State Market News Service
May 31, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Lncludes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 206 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts 50- 75 lower Sows $1.00-12.06 lower
US 1-2 200-M0 lbe .. 4141.5041,Th few 42 00
US42-2Nflits--,....---„...._.141.115-41 50
US 2-3 240-250 lbe tieR.4115
US 2-4 260-290 lb  639 25-40.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis
US 1-3 300-450 Ibis
US 1-3 450.500 lbs








PAYDAY WINNERS — 'PayDay' winners in the American Private Enterprise Seminar
held recently were, left to right, Gena Lovett, Allison Wallace, Doug Moore, Chuck
Williams and Billy Vincent. The youth were awarded silver dollars for high scores on
individual quiz/es.
--send111111L.
BUSINESS TALK — Robert Hendon, professor of agricultural economics at Murray
State University, discusses 'How We Organize To Do Business" with local students at
the American Private Enterprise Seminar.
ship services will be at 11 a.m.
with the church pastor, the
Rev. ,F-red French. ;I, the
speaker.
A basket lunch s:. be
served at noon, and singing
will begin at•1 30 p.m.
The public is invited to
attend any or all of the ser-
'ices during the day, a ( hurch
spokesman said.
Livestock Market
1.0111S‘.11.1.t., , • ' 4
Cattle 300, slaughter
steady,. cows 1.00 , •
slaughter calves acd 'ready.
feeders 2 00 lower,
Slaughter st.ers ch,•• • . ;100 lb
70 0011 mixed good • • -4 1235-
1270 lb 05 70432 26.
Slaughter heifers ,••ht•,, , 4 • . ,,g
Slaughter cows comp., -33
55 50. utility 1-352,00-5: (4'1 , , siung
57 50.59 25 cutter 1-2 5;
Slaughter hulls 1-2 101c •, 70.00-
73 75,
Slaughter raises and s ,•
360 lb calves 01.0044 011 r- /, • :-••• 210 lb
sealers M 00-101 M. 5,..d,-
204 lb 116.00, 565 lb 94 rod 2041
choice 200-300 lb 39 50- 11,44lb
OR 5010 00. good holster, ODheifers ,-hoicf 320-460 lb 02f..44.P 1,1141.1
good and choice 310-550 it; 75
H064600. tkarrowi and gilts 'A 1-2
205-2311 It, 42 9042 95,1%, 24,
240-r0 lb 42 90-42 5072-3
• 4230, 230.290 lb 41 0041 30 s . 05400
lower 1.2300-400 lb 35 5e.i-3t. v4.450 lb
3650-37 50: 450650 itt r '11;7 '4" big- ts





Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, June 2, at
7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the
Degree. Larry_ .Roberts.-
master of the lodge, invites all
MasonX to attend,
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray. are as follows
lndusinal Average -20$
Atr Products ... .27 , r's
American Motors.... 6% uric
Ashland Oil  42', uric
American Telephone  57.2 uric
BonlirlZH 3S,1037.14
. Chrysler . .6
Ford Motor r
G,A F • 10%
General Care   Vs uric
General Dynamics .. 291  -4's
(; mere' Motors 57N,




















Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates









1111 Federally Insured Institutions are Prohibited by Law to Compound Interest On This Type
Certificate.
—Ask About Ow Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Checks 
















































South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc. Telephone753-2617
